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OPILE is a program to help design single piles that are subjected to lateral and axial loading.  From the soil design
parameters it generates the axial capacity, the soil resistance to driving and the PY, TZ & QZ response curves
which then can be used to calculate the response of a pile under axial, lateral and torsional load conditions. 
OPILE also allow easy comparison of the results of axial methods, using a common set of input data.  

OPILE and its supporting components must be used in accordance with the license agreement and the demo
version can be installed on any number of computers.  The demo version allows users of the full version to share
their results with colleagues, so they can see the results within the program rather than having to interpret a text
file. 

The latest version of OPILE and the help file is always available for download and is fully functional provided you
are in possession of a valid dongle.
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OPILE Introduction

OPILE  is  a  program  to  analyse  single  piles  under  lateral  and  axial  loading.  From  the  soil  design
parameters it generates the axial capacity and the PY, TZ & QZ response curves which can be used to
calculate the response of a pile under axial, lateral and torsional load conditions. ALLCAP, which is part
of OPILE, can be used to examine the different axial capacities given by the various different methods
available. This comparison is made on the basis of input data which is common to various methods and
allows the user to determine quickly how the different calculated capacities  compare.  Soil  resistance
to driving (SRD) can also be calculated and any similar soil input can easily be transferred between the
various tables.

After the various analyses have been made OPILE offers a number of different ways in which the results
can be reported:
 A pile model can be produced which can be input directly into structural analyses package.
 Construction of a customisable report in Microsoft Word which contains the various key inputs and

plots.
 Exporting all of the results to a Microsoft Excel workbook which can be customised by the user.
 Plots and tables can easily be copied to other applications.

The latest version of OPILE is always available for download from our website:
http://www.cathie-associates.com

 

http://www.cathie-associates.com
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Getting Started

The quickest way to get familiar with OPILE is to investigate the worked example files that are provided
in the program directory. There are two worked examples which are fully functional within the demo
version.

Or use the following steps:
1. Create a new OPILE file and save it.
2. Input the project details: project title, engineer etc.
3. Input the pile dimensions and properties under the general tab. The material properties can be left

to the default for steel.
4. Input the pile length and scour depths.
5. Create some axial soil input (the SANDAPI and CLAYAPI methods are suggested as quick and

easy).
6. Create some lateral soil input (again the SANDAPI and CLAYAPI methods suggested are quick and

easy).
7. Now press the Analyse button and OPILE will calculate the axial capacity and carry out axial and

lateral finite element analyses using the default options (there are various options for developing
axial load cases and lateral load cases).

8. The results can be examined under the various output tabs and include many plots which can be 
exported to Word or Excel using the reporter module, or copying the content of a particular
control to the Windows Clipboard using Edit>Copy.

9. If you require a pile model for input to structural analyses (such as Sacs) then use the structural
model module.

10. Explore the different options and features which OPILE offers when conducting single pile analyses.

If you are using the demo version then please check the limitations that come with this.
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Demo Version

The  demonstration  version  of  OPILE  is  fully  functional,  with  some  limitations  applied.  These  limitations
include:

1. Fixed pile penetration of 20m.
2. Fixed diameter, wall thickness and material number.
3. Fixed soil stratigraphies (at 5m intervals for 20m) and soil unit weights (10.33kN/m³).

Within these restrictions it should be possible to analyse all of the available axial and lateral options.  

There are two worked examples which are fully functional in the demo version and you can create your
own OPILE files, within the restrictions listed above. The other worked examples provided with OPILE can
only be reviewed and not analysed in the demo version.

When  reopening  OPILE  files,  created  using  either  version  of  OPILE,  the  results  of  previous  analyses  are
retained  and replotted.  Because  OPILE  works  in  this  manner  you  are  able  to  share  the  results  of  your
analyses with colleagues and they can review them within OPILE, without the necessity to have the full
version.

If the OPILE file was created in the full version and it is opened in the demo version then pressing analyse
may result in some loss of data. To help prevent this  loss of data OPILE disables the Analyse button if  it
detects that a file was created in the full  version, thus it  will  only be possible to review the data. If  you
really want to re-analyse in the demo version and accept that some data will be lost, you must save the
file,  close down and reopen OPILE and then open the saved file.  This  step is  implemented in  OPILE  to
prevent  accidental  loss  of  data.  Some rows  in  input  tables  are  set  to  read only,  where  you can  read
data  but  not  change  it.  In  order  to  create  OPILE  files  requiring  input  outside  of  the  demo  version
restrictions the full version is required.

Only the hardware dongle key is  required to go from the demo version to  the  full  working  version.  No
software  change  or  reinstallation  is  required,  although  the  latest  version  of  OPILE  can  always  be
downloaded from our website.
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Interface Terminology

The OPILE user interface is made up from a series of controls and it is useful to define what they are and
what they can be used to do.

The main controls are:

A datagrid  (or  grid)  which  sometimes  allows  entry  of  data  and  is  sometimes  set  to  be  read-only.  The
data is entered into individual cells, similar to Microsoft Excel. Datagrids can be copied to the Windows
clipboard and their contents pasted into other applications (such as Word or Excel).

A combo-box allows selection of restricted options from a drop-down list:

A check box, allows enabling/disabling of a specific option. The options are either checked or
unchecked (i.e. enabled or disabled).

Text boxes allow entry of data. Sometimes the type of data that can be entered is limited to numbers or
integers. OPILE will display an alert if the wrong type of data has been entered.
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The Toolstrip gives a shortcut to some of the menu commands, including the file commands, edit
commands. There is also a print screen button available.

Some controls (mainly grids) include a context menu which can be accessed by right clicking on a
control. These context menus repeat some of the commands found on the menus at the top.
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Keyboard Shortcuts

The keyboard shortcuts which are used in OPILE are similar to those implemented in other Windows
software, they are listed below:

Keystroke Action
Ctrl+S Saves the OPILE file using the current file name.
Ctrl+Shift+S SaveAs for the current OPILE file.
Ctrl+N Exits the current file and starts a new OPILE file.
Ctrl+O Shortcut to go to the file open dialogue.
Alt+F4 Exit OPILE.
Ctrl+C Copy current control contents.
Ctrl+A Select all rows which contain data in the current datagrid
F9 Analyse the current file
Alt+F9 or ESCAPE Key Abort the current analyses.
Ctrl+R Replots all charts within OPILE (useful when changing the number

of TZ, QZ and PY curves that are plotted).
F1 Brings up context sensitive help for the active control in OPILE.
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File Management

The OPILE input and output is contained within the same delimited file format. Containing all of the input
and output within the same file simplifies file sharing and management. When a file is loaded into OPILE
the  information  is  read  in,  when  it  is  saved  the  file  is  completely  replaced  by  all  of  the  information
currently within OPILE, so updates etc will  be kept.  Opening an OPILE file  works  much like that  for  any
other Windows based program. It can be opened from within OPILE, or a file can be opened by double
clicking on it within a folder. The files can also be opened using any text editor or imported into Microsoft
Excel. The file extension for OPILE files is ".OPILE". The delimitor used within OPILE is the semi colon ";" which
is used in preference to a comma in order to avoid problems of regional compatibility.
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Units Convention

The units convention in OPILE follows SI units, or derivatives of them. These are used as follows:

Measurement Units Abbreviation
Distance/ displacement / dimensions Metres [m]
Forces Kilo Newtons [kN]
Moments/ torsions Kilo Newton metres [kNm]
Frictions /Pressures Kilo Pascals [kPa]
Unit weights Kilo Newtons per cubic metre [kN/m^3]
Rotation Radians [rads]

Note  that  at  all  stages  OPILE  does  not  make  any  assumptions  about  whether  a  material  is  above  or
below  the  water  table,  most  of  the  PY  curve  methods  included  assume  that  the  soil  is  submerged.
Obviously  offshore  pile  design  implies  that  the  materials  (soil,  pile  material  etc)  are  below  water,
therefore their respective unit weights require adjustment for this. 

In  some input  tables  within  OPILE  conversions  of  some  common  units  have  been  built  in  and  can  be
used by the addition of a letter "Key" after a number.  The unit conversions available are:

Conversion From Conversion To Factor Key
Inches Metres 0.0254 i
Kips per square foot Kilopascals 47.88 k
Kips per cubic foot Kilonewtons per

cubic metre
157.09 d

Feet Metres 0.3048 f

For example entering "1.5i" into the wall thickness section:
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Multiplies the number "1.5" by 0.0254 thus converting 1.5 inches to 0.038 metres:

Note: 
Lengths such as 20 feet 6 inches are not included as this would require a more complicated input and
such conversions are required less often.
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Axial Capacity

Piles  are  structural  members  that  are  used to  provide  capacity  by  distributing  loads  throughout  a  soil
mass which can resist  loads  applied in  the  direction  of  the  vertical  axis  of  the  pile.  They can gain  this
capacity  either  by  the  sum  of  skin  friction  along  the  outside  walls  of  the  pile  with  the  end  bearing
applied on the full  end area, or by the sum of skin friction along both outside and inside pile wall  with
the end bearing applied on the  pile  end  annulus.  Piles  provide  resistance  to  uplift  (tension)  loads  by  
mobilising skin friction resistance on the outside wall only.

OPILE considers that pile axial capacity can be gained in three ways:
1. Plugged Capacity comprises of external skin friction + full end bearing.
2. Unplugged Capacity comprises of external + internal skin friction + annular end bearing.
3. Tension Capacity which only comprises of external skin friction.

The skin friction and end bearing can be calculated according to various axial methods, both industry
established and more contemporary, depending on the available soils data and the soil  type.  The TZ
and QZ curves are determined using similar shapes for each, regardless of the method selected.
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Length Dependent Axial Methods

Certain axial  capacity  methods contained in  OPILE are length dependent  (e.g. SANDICP  & CLAYICP,
SANDUWA, CLAYKOLK etc).  This means that the distance from the pile tip influences the friction at any
point along the pile.  Some caution should be applied when using length dependent results as the skin
frictions and TZ curves that are output are valid for the final penetration only.  For any other penetration
it will be necessary to rerun OPILE in order to determine the correct curves and skin friction profile.

Under the AxCap tab there two output tables.   The first  table contains  details  of  all  pile  capacities  for
"final  tip  penetrations"  between  0m  and  the  final  penetration  and  they  are  output  for  the  bottom  of
each pile element. These capacities account for length effects, where necessary, and are used on the
plots.  They are also comparable to the results produced by ALLCAP.

The  second  AxCap table  produces  details  of  the  capacity  for  the  final  penetration  (skin  friction,  end
bearing pressures and incremental frictions) and allows for cross checking with the axial  finite element
analyses.  It is also possible to cross check the output from this table with the final capacities in the first
table, should more detail be required.
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Axial Analysis

The axial response of a pile depends upon the soil properties and the section properties of the pile.  The
compression or extension of a pile may be calculated by considering the variation of the axial load, P,
down the length of the pile.  The variation is given by:

Where:
r0 is the radius of the pile

0 is the shear stress at the pile wall

The axial strain in the pile is then given by:

Where:
EA is the stiffness of the pile cross section

Combining the two equations above then gives:

This equation is  solved in OPILE using a finite element approach.  For combined axial/torsional  loading
the  TZ  curves  are  considered  to  interact  with  each  other,  by  considering  an  equivalent  radial
displacement,  as  shown  in  the  figure  below.  Finnie  &  Morgan  (2004)  outlines  an  approach  for
considering the torsional loading of conductors.
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Interaction between axial and torsional TZ curves.

For  more information  on the torsional  analysis  of  piles  see Finnie  & Morgan (2004).   When carrying  out
torsional  analysis  QZ  curves  should  not  be  used  as  the  analysis  will  not  give  correct  results  if  they  are
included.
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Mobilized Axial Capacity

The axial pile capacity as presented in the tab 'AxCap' is calculated by a combination of shear
resistances and end bearing resistance, both of which are defined depending on the selected Axial
Capacity methods. 
Both the shear and the end bearing resistances calculated for the axial pile capacity consider the peak
soil strength as input, as such, API RP2GEO (2011) refers to the calculated axial capacity as the ultimate
axial capacity.
In some circumstances such as when soils exhibit strain-softening behavior and/or the piles are axially
flexible, the actual capacity of the pile may be less than the axial pile capacity as presented in the tab
'AxCap'.

The mobilized axial capacity for tension and compression corresponds to the peak axial capacity
provided from pile load-displacement analyses, performed at pile top.
For all penetrations:
- the Mobilized Capacity Compression corresponds to the Intermediate Compression Peak, when
present, and to the Ultimate Peak Compression Load, when no Intermediate Peak is present.
- the Mobilized Capacity Tension corresponds to the Peak Tension Load.
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Lateral Analysis

OPILE carries out lateral analysis of piles by idealising the pile as a beam that is supported by a series of
springs distributed along its  length, as shown in the figure below. The basic governing equation for  this
system is:

Where:
E is the Youngs modulus of the pile material
I is the second moment of area of the pile
Y is the lateral deflection of a particular point on the pile

x is the distance from the pile head

k is the spring stiffness
F is an applied axial load to account for the p- effect

The springs for this type of analysis are generally non-linear and are called PY curves.  Where P is a lateral
pressure and Y is a displacement at which that pressure is mobilised.  In order to solve laterally loaded
pile  problems  with  non-linear  soil  springs,  OPILE  uses  an  iterative  approach,  where  calculations  are
repeated until for each pile node point: 1) the new soil stiffness equals the previous soil stiffness, and 2)
the new displacements equal the previous displacement. Reese & Van Impe (2001) contains extensive
guidance on lateral pile analysis.
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Soil Resistance to Driving

When piles are driven they experience resistance from the ground, this is known as Soil Resistance to
Driving (SRD). SRD is calculated in a similar way to axial capacity. However, SRD is often calculated with
upper bound soil strength profiles and gives in a number of different results to account for upper and
lower bound driving resistance. The results of the SRD calculations provide input for use in GRLWEAP or
other similar pile driveability programs.

The SRD is usually calculated by a combination of skin friction and end bearing. OPILE does not
differentiate between internal and external skin friction. However, where applicable skin friction factors
are provided so that internal and external skin friction can be controlleded.  For example a factor of 1.5
would be used to provide full external friction and 50% of the internal skin friction.

OPILE will calculate end bearing based upon the recommendations of the method and this will include
plugged and unplugged end bearing. Note, that for the purposes of SRD unplugged end bearing is only
based upon the annualar area of the pile, unlike the calculations for axial capacity where unplugged
end bearing capacity may include internal skin friction. Plugged end bearing is based upon the full area
of the pile.

The effect of a pile driving shoe is discussed in the relevant section.

For information on the implementation of the different SRD methods can be found in the SRD input
section.
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Pile Dimensions

Pile Penetration & Length

Pile  penetration  and  length  are  considered  as  two  different  dimensions  in  OPILE.  Pile  penetration
specifies the depth of the pile tip below mudline, whereas pile length specifies the actual length of the
pile.  If  the  pile  length  is  greater  than  the  pile  penetration  then  some  of  the  pile  defined  will  remain
unsupported above mudline. Currently it  is not possible to analyse a pile where the pile head is  below
mudline, it is suggested that the users should adjust the local scour depth or the soil input parameters to
account for this.  

It is necessary to define sufficient pile sections to cover the length of the pile that is to be analysed, from
the  pile  head  to  the  pile  tip.  Note  that  when  inputting  dimensions  some  unit  conversions  have  been
included by the addition of a key, see the units convertion section for more information.

Pile makeup is the term used to describe the series of pile sections that make up the pile. Each section is
defined by a top and bottom depth and possesses a series of dimensions and properties including the
diameter,  wall  thickness  and material  number.   The  material  number  is  used to  define  which  material
from the material input table is used. The pile dimensions are described below:

It is always recommended that the pile is re-analysed once the final pile make up and configuration is
selected to ensure that the correct pile sections and material properties are used.

Top & Bottom Depth

The top and bottom depth specify  the start  and end of the section on the pile.  They are specified as
distances  in  metres  from  the  pile  head.  Obviously  the  bottom  depth  must  be  greater  than  the  top
depth.

Diameter

Diameter is the outer diameter, in metres, of the pile for a particular pile section. The outer diameter can
be varied along the pile and the pile response curves (PY, TZ & QZ) are calculated to take account of
such variations. For instance it is possible to analyse a pile which has a larger diameter at the top as this
could be an efficient way to design piles which have large lateral loads.

Wall Thickness

The wall thickness of the pile is defined in metres and the wall thickness should always be less than half
of the pile outer diameter, otherwise an error will occur and OPILE will not analyse.

Pile Section & Pile Weight

Pile section and total  pile  weight  are  calculated automatically  from the pile  dimensions  and material
unit weights that are input. If a material weight greater than zero is defined there remains an option as
to whether the pile weight will be included in the axial finite difference analysis, or not. The effect of pile
weight is not included in lateral analysis.

OPILE is based upon hollow tubular piles, therefore other section types (such as concrete piles) cannot
be  input  directly.  It  would  require  some  conversion  of  pile  section  properties  to  come  up  with  an
equivalent tubular pile. Support of other pile sections may be included in OPILE at a later date.
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Scour

Scour in  OPILE  is  considered to  comprise  of  two different  components:  general  scour  and local  scour,
which are illustrated in the figure below.

General  scour arises  from overall  seabed erosion,  whereas  local  scour  is  considered to  affect  a  much
smaller  region,  within  a  few diameters  of  a  pile  and  may involve  a  steep  sided  scour  pit.  Local  scour
could also be used to include a depth where loss of contact  (gapping) occurs  between the pile  and
soil and can be used to model very localised effects around individual piles. OPILE offers full control over
how  scour  can  be  accounted  for  within  the  calculations.  Scour  principally  affects  the  overburden
pressure,  which  has  consequent  effects  on  the  axial  and  lateral  response  curves  that  are  generated.
Within the general scour zone the overburden pressure is automatically set to zero, as are the axial and
lateral resistances, regardless of what any particular method might allow.

If  neither  general  or  local  scour  is  specified  then  the  overburden  pressure  remains  unmodified.  If  a
general scour is specified, but no local scour, then the overburden pressure is  reduced by the amount
which would have been gained over the depth of general scour.

If  a non zero local scour zone is  specified then an overburden reduction depth must also be specified
and between this zone the overburden makes a transition, over the overburden reduction depth, from
zero  overburden  pressure  up  to  the  overburden  pressure  with  general  scour,  as  shown  in  the  figure
below. Within the overburden reduction depth the overburden pressure is interpolated. An example of
the  overburden  calculation  is  shown  in  the  figure  below  and  OPILE  shows  the  results  of  overburden
calculations under the axial capacity tab.
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Pile Materials

The pile material has various properties that are attributed default values in OPILE to give quick input for
the material properties of steel. However, they can be modified for individual analyses by changing the
properties in the pile materials table as seen in the figure below. Up to 10 pile materials can be specified
and not all materials that are specified have to be used.

Youngs Modulus

The Young's modulus is used in the axial and lateral finite element analysis and a typical value for steel is
205000000kPa.

Poisson's Ratio

The Poisson's ratio of the material  is defined in this column, typically for steel the Poisson's ratio is about
0.3.

Yield Stress

The yield stress  is  not  directly  used in  any calculations.  It  is  used in  the presentation of  results  of  lateral
analyses.   Yield stress  has no effect  on the apparent  load that  a pile  may take.  It  is  left  to the  user  to
interpret  the  results  and  to  check  that  the  yield  stress  has  not  been  exceeded.  The  results  of  lateral
analysis do present the stress in the pile and provide summaries of the maximum stress for any particular
load case, thus allowing easy checking.

Pile Material Unit Weight

This is the unit weight of the pile material and is defined in kN/m³. Typical values of unit weight for steel
are  about  78kN/m³  however  this  should  be  adjusted  to  account  for  the  fact  that  the  material  is
underwater,  making  68kN/m³.  The  material  unit  weight  is  not  used  in  calculation  of  axial  capacity,
however the option does exist to use it in the axial load-displacement analysis.
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Pile Grid

Pile  grids  in  OPILE  are  used  in  the  generation  of  response  curves  and  then  in  any  subsequent  finite
element analysis. Separate grids are used for the axial and lateral analysis and the grids can be found
under  the  custom  input  tab.  OPILE  will  automatically  generate  grids,  based  on  a  user  specified
maximum grid spacing, however they can also be input by the user. Generally it will be easier to use the
automatic grid generation.  

Generated grids take into account any pile stickup, scour and local scour. However, pile stickup is not
included in the axial capacity, axial analysis and the SRD analysis as it will have no effect. The SRD grid
never  accounts  for  scour  as  this  would  not  be  valid  for  such  a  short  term  situation.  In  addition  any
stratigraphy changes that are encountered within the axial or lateral soil input are taken into account.
This may be particularly important for shallow soils in PY analysis, or stratigraphies which are defined near
the pile tip for axial analysis. OPILE is limited to 200 grid points on a pile which is likely to be sufficient for
all situations (100 grid points for all OPILE versions before 1.7.0.1).

The  primary  input  for  pile  grid  generation  is  to  specify  a  minimum  distance  between  grid  points,  the
default  value  is  1m,  however  anything  between  0.5  to  2m  would  be  acceptable.  The  pile  grids  are
subject to the constraint of a maximum of 200 points. During grid generation, if OPILE finds it will miss the
bottom of  a  soil  stratigraphy  it  will  insert  an additional  grid  point  in  order  that  no  detail  within  the  soil
stratigraphy definition is missed out.

The  grid  points  are  used  to  define  beam  elements  which  consist  of  a  top  and  bottom  depth.  Each
beam element has a uniquely calculated response curve (i.e. TZ, QZ or PY curve) attached to it. These
defined beam elements are then used in any subsequent finite element analysis.
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Analysis Options

When the "Analyse" button is pressed OPILE starts an analysis routine. Precisely what is carried out within
this  routine  is  controlled  by  the  user  options  within  the  tab  'Analyses'  under  the  general  tab.  In  some
cases options  may not  be available  if  another  option  is  not  selected.  For  example  it  is  not  possible  to
carry  out  Lateral  load  displacement  response  without  using  the  option  to  generate  PY  curves.  This
particular  case  would  only  be  allowed  when  the  checkbox  'Do  not  generate  TZ,  QZ  and  PY  Curves',
found in the tab 'Analyses Options' is checked. 

Within  the  options  there  are  "parent"  options  and  "child"  options.  For  example,  if  an  option  does  not
appear to be enabled (such as the Lateral Load Displacement Response above) then this means other
options  must  first  be selected to  enable  it.  If  an  option  is  disabled but  the  check  box is  in  a  checked
state then the option will not be included in the analysis.

Conductor Mode

The conductor mode in OPILE is used for analysing conductor piles and other piles that are subjected to
torsional  loads.  If  the  conductor  mode  check  box  is  checked  then  no  end  bearing  or  QZ  curves  are
calculated, thus end bearing will not be used in the finite element analysis.

Response Analysis options

Do not generate TZ, QZ and PY Curves
The generation of TZ and QZ curves can be uncoupled from the axial load displacement analysis. 
If  an  axial  load  displacement  analysis  is  performed  without  recalculation  of  TZ,  QZ  curves  and  axial
capacity, the following input is necessary:

AxCap (All Penetrations)
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AxCap Details (Final Penetration)
TZ  Curves  (Compression  only  -  the  tension  T  values  are  derived  from the  'AxCap'  Details,  column 'Tens
Mod')
QZ Curves

The generation of PY curves can be uncoupled from the lateral load displacement analysis. 
If a lateral load displacement analysis is performed without recalculation of the PY curves, the following
input is necessary:

Cyclic PY curves - in case "CYCLIC" was selected as lateral analysis case in the Lateral Input tab.
Static PY curves - in case "STATIC" was selected as lateral analysis case in the Lateral Input tab.

Iteration Limit for Load Displacement Analyses
The finite difference problems are solved iteratively until  the soil  stiffness and pile displacement remain
unchanged  and  the  iteration  limit  controls  the  number  of  iterations  which  are  allowed,  before  the
calculation will finish. Typically about 10 to 20 iterations are required to solve a problem, sometimes more
than this, therefore the iteration limit has a default value of 100.

Mobilized Capacity Options

The Mobilized Capacity Options are only relevant for the generation of the mobilized capacity output
that is outputted in the tab 'AxMobCap'.
Detailed description of the Mobilized Capacity Options are addressed in the Axial Mobilized Capacity
Input page.
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Axial Soil

The axial soil input is defined in order to calculate the axial capacity of the pile and the TZ & QZ curves
for the axial load-displacement response. It is defined in a series of layers in the Axial Soil input table as
shown  below.  The  soil  properties  which  require  definition  depend  upon  the  axial  capacity  method
specified for a particular layer. It is possible to specify properties which are not used for the current axial
method. In order to use ALLCAP it will be necessary to specify all of the soil inputs that may be required.  

It  is always necessary to specify the bottom depth of a layer, a soil  effective unit  weight and method.
The top depth is filled in automatically and the top most layer must always have a top depth of 0m and
this is filled in automatically. The method specifies the axial capacity method that will  be used for that
particular layer and is entered by selecting an option from the drop down menu.

Once  the  axial  method  has  been  selected  various  cells  will  then  be  highlighted  in  yellow  and  it  is
necessary to fill  these in. In addition some other axial parameters  below the main soil input table may
be highlighted and these will also be used in the analysis. They will  generally have some default values
(such as K for the SANDAPI method) and are often highlighted only to bring to the users  attention the
fact that they are used. These parameters are explained in the relevant method sections.

An example of the axial soil input table (from Worked Example 5)
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Other Axial Parameters

End Bearing Smoothing

When  a  pile  mobilizes  end  bearing  it  is  assumed  that  it  has  a  zone  of  influence  that  extends  some
distance  above  and  below  the  pile  tip.  Many  of  the  methods  in  OPILE  will  calculate  end  bearing
pressures  based upon the soil  properties  entered for  a  particular  depth  and they do not  consider  the
properties  of  the  soil  above or  below.  In  some cases  end bearing pressure profiles  can be  generated
that have sharp peaks or other sudden changes which would not necessarily reflect reality. In this case it
can be appropriate to apply some sort of correction to the calculated profile.

OPILE will allow calculation of a separate "smoothed profile" for Plugged End Bearing and for Unplugged
End  Bearing  by  averaging  the  calculated  end  bearing  profile  within  specified  distances  above  and
below the pile tip. End bearing correction within OPILE is controlled by:

 A distance above and below the pile tip over which smoothing is carried out.
 An increment which controls the number of times the smoothing algorithm calculates

the end bearing within the distances specified above.

When  the  smoothed  end  bearing  pressure  for  a  specified  tip  penetration  is  required,  OPILE  searches
above  and  below  the  tip  and  calculates  an  unsmoothed  end  bearing  pressure  using  the  input  soil
properties  for  each  "new"  penetration  within  the  search  zone.  When  this  has  been  carried  out  the
smoothed end bearing for the current penetration is then calculated. A typical input for the parameters
is shown in the figure below.

The  figures  below  illustrate  the  above  and  below  distances  and  give  an  example  of  an  unsmoothed
and  smoothed  end  bearing  profile.  The  example  comes  from  the  Worked  Example  5  and  is  for  a
distance above the pile tip of 2m and a distance  below of 4m. It can be seen that smoothing removes
(or  reduces)  any  sharp  peaks  or  sudden  changes  in  end  bearing  pressure.   Generally  speaking  the
specified distance below should be greater than the distance above due to the downwards nature of
the compressive loading which mobilizes end bearing. The smoothing makes no correction beyond the
end of the available soils data. For information on the TZ and QZ modifiers see TZ & QZ Curves.  
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Sand & Clay Friction Multipliers
Sand and clay friction multipliers are multipliers that are applied to the friction depending on whether or
not a particular layer is in CLAY or SAND. Generally speaking the multipliers should be left at the default
of  1.0,  however  they  could  be  useful  for  determining  exactly  how much of  the  capacity  is  in  sand  or
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clay.

Curve modifiers 
The TZ and QZ curves can be changed by the use of modifiers, which can be applied either to the skin
friction  (T)  or  end bearing (Q) part  of  the  curve and/or  to  the  displacement  (Z)  part  of  the  curve.  For
instance a Z modifier could be used to soften the end bearing response of a pile by applying a Zqmod
of  greater  than 1.0  to  the  QZ curves.  The TZ  and QZ curve modifiers  are  only  applied during  the  finite
element analyses of the pile and not in the TZ and QZ curves which are output.

Optional End Bearing & Friction Limit
If the optional end bearing and/or friction limit check boxes are checked, a limit will be applied to the
unit end bearing and/or the unit skin friction. This limit is the input in the max end bearing and max skin
friction columns. The limit can be applied in all the axial pile capacity assessment methods.

Other Axial Parameters
Axial  parameters  which  are  specific  to  a  method  are  discussed  in  the  relevant  sections  (e.g.  pile
roughness in the SANDICP method).
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Pile Capacity

OPILE considers that pile axial capacity can be gained in three ways:
4. Plugged Capacity comprises of external skin friction + full end bearing.
5. Unplugged Capacity comprises of external + internal skin friction + annular end bearing.
6. Tension Capacity which only comprises of external skin friction.

with OPILE AxCap output terminology:
1. Plugged Capacity = Pugged End Cap + Cumulative Friction Compression
2. Unplugged Capacity = Unplugged End Cap + Cumulative Friction Compression
3. Tension Capacity = Cumulative Friction Tens
Note that Unplugged End Cap equals the sum of the annular end bearing and the internal shaft friction.

The pile capacity for all methods is calculated as follow:

Plugged Capacity
Qax, comp, PL = Qs,out + Q
p

1.5 is the standard Stevens Factor for
Unplugged SRD - LB Skin Factor

Unplugged Capacity
Qax, comp, UP = Qs,out +
Qs,in + Qa

2.0 is the standard Stevens Factor for
Unplugged SRD - UB Skin Factor

Tension Capacity Qax, tens = Qs,out,tens 

Where:
Qs,out is the total outside shaft capacity (compression)

Qs,in is the total inside shaft capacity (compression)

Qs, out, tens is the total outside shaft capacity (tension)

Qa is the total end bearing resistance on the pile annulus

Qp is the total end bearing resistance on the gross sectional area of the pile

Total shaft capacity are calculated as the sum of each individual pile element shaft friction. For length
dependent methods, the accuracy of the calculated shaft capacity increases with increasing number
of pile elements (increasing pile resolution).

Where:
fi [kPa] is the unit skin friction, calculated for pile element i (method dependent)

Di [m] is the pile diameter at pile element i
is the pile inner diameter at element i in case of inside friction calculation

hi [m] is the pile element height

n - is the amount of pile elements
Qs [kN] is the total shaft friction 

Total end bearing resistances are calculated by multiplying the corresponding pile tip area with the
method dependent end bearing pressures.
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Case Plugged condition

Case Unplugged condition

Where:
qp [kPa] is the end bearing pressure calculated for plugged condition (method

dependent)
qa [kPa] is the end bearing pressure calculated for unplugged condition (method

dependent)
Dout [m] is the outer diameter at pile tip

Din [m] is the inner diameter at pile tip

Qp [kN] is the total end bearing resistance on the gross sectional area of the pile

Qa [kN] is the total end bearing resistance on the pile annulus

Shaft friction (tension and compression) and end bearing pressures (plugged and unplugged) are
method dependant and are explained further within the corresponding method description.
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Axial Clay Methods

There are various methods available that can be used to calculate the axial capacity of a pile, either
for generation of axial capacity, TZ & QZ curves or in ALLCAP.

Method
Soil Parameter Input in Main Table

Additional
Parameters

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

CLAYAPI x x Clay residual

CLAYAPIC
OMM x x Clay residual

CLAYNGI x x x x Clay residual

CLAYKOL
K x x Clay residual

CLAYEXP1
/
CLAYEXP2

x x Clay residual, Clay
Exp 1 & 2

CLAYME x x x x
Clay residual,
Clayme
parameters

CLAYF05 x x Clay residual

CLAYICP1 x x x x x Clay residual, ICP
base condition

CLAYICP2 x x x x x Clay residual, ICP
base condition

CLAYALPH
A x x Clay residual, Clay

alpha

CLAYUSE
R x x Clay residual

List of soil parameters used in the axial methods:

No. Symbol Unit Soil Parameter

1 fu (kPa) ultimate skin friction

2 qu (kPa) ultimate end bearing

3 su top (kPa) undrained shear strength at top of layer

4 su bottom (kPa) undrained shear strength at bottom of layer

5 PL (%) plastic limit

6 LL (%) liquid limit

7 w (%) water content

8 lvy (-) relative void index at yield
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9 YSR / OCR (-) yield stress ratio / oveconsolidation ratio

10 lv0 (-) relative void index

11 qc top (kPa) CPTcone tip resistance at top of layer

12 qc bottom (kPa) CPTcone tip resistance at bottom of layer

13 f () ultimate interface shearing angle (Ring shear test)

14 API () interface shearing angle

15 Nq (-) bearing capacity factor for body weight

16 dmean (mm) mean particle size for sand

17 fuser (kPa) user specified ultimate shaft friction resistance

18 quser (kPa) user specified ultimate end bearing resistance

Note:
Where possible the notation used in the explanation of each method is the same as used in the original
source paper, rather than translate many different methods and styles of notation to a common one to
be used in OPILE. Thus the notation used within  OPILE is  not  necessarily  consistent  across  methods.  It  is
always advised to consult the original reference sources of these methods if the user is not familiar with
the  implementation  of  a  particular  method,  although  the  references  cited  within  the  OPILE
documentation  are  by  no  means  exhaustive.  Note  that  easy  unit  conversions  can  be  made  when
inputting data such as dimensions and shear strengths, see units convention section for details.
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CLAYAPI

Skin Friction

According to API WSD (2000), for pipe piles in cohesive soils, the shaft friction f in kPa at any point along
the pile may be calculated using the equation:

Where:
 is a dimensionless factor calculated:

For >1.0

For <1.0

With the constraint that  must not be greater than 1.0.

 is c/P0 for the point in question

P0 is the effective overburden pressure [kPa] at the depth in question.

c is the undrained shear strength at the current depth.

End Bearing

The end bearing pressure in kPa for CLAYAPI is calculated using:

The calculation to determine whether the pile behaves in a plugged or unplugged manner at a specific
penetration is outlined in the axial capacity section.

The clay residual affects the shape of the TZ curve beyond the peak and is discussed in the TZ & QZ
curves section.
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CLAYAPICOMM

Skin Friction

The CLAYAPICOMM method is the method for clays which is presented in the commentary of API WSD
(2000). The skin friction f is given by:

And  is interpolated from the plot below:

This is implemented in OPILE using the equation:

Where  is a minimum of 0.5.

End Bearing

For the CLAYAPICOMM method end bearing is calculated in the same way as the CLAYAPI method.
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CLAYNGI

Skin Friction

For further information on the CLAYNGI method refer to Karlsrud et al (2005). Skin friction is calculated
according to:

And 

If 0.25 <  < 1.0 then the skin friction is interpolated between the values when  = 0.25 and when   = 1.0.

Where:




'v0 is the effective overburden pressure [kPa] at the point in question.

suRef is the undrained shear strength at the current depth.

NC
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and

NC
 

and subject to the constraint that NC is a minimum of:-

IP is the plasticity index (in %).

FTip Is taken as 1.0 for piles driven open ended.

End Bearing

For the CLAYNGI method end bearing is calculated in the same way as the CLAYAPI method.
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CLAYICP

Skin Friction

The  CLAYICP method has  two  submethods:  CLAYICP1 and  CLAYICP2.  These  take  account  of  the  two
slightly  different  variations  of  the  CLAYICP  method  presented  by  Jardine  et  al  (2005).  OPILE  will  only
calculate skin frictions and end bearings for open ended piles and does not include the closed ended
methods which are also presented by Jardine et al (2005). It is recommended that for further information
on the use of these methods users should refer to this reference.

The skin friction is calculated by:

Where:

Kc Is calculated by for CLAYICP1 by:

And for CLAYICP2 by:

A lower limit of h/Rstar >= 8 applies
RStar

Where R is the pile radius and t is the wall thickness.
h

Where L is the pile penetration and z is the current depth.
KfOverKc Is always 0.8.

YSR Yield stress ratio, or apparent OCR

Ivy Relative void index at yield.

Iv0 Relative void index.

f Operational interface angle of friction at failure.

End Bearing

The calculation of end bearing for the CLAYICP method is the same regardless of whether CLAYICP1 or
CLAYICP2 is selected.

The end bearing pressure is derived using the following logic:
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The pile plugs if:

Where:
DInner Is the inner diameter of the pile.

DCPT Is the diameter of the CPT used.

qc Is the cone tip resistance at the depth
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CLAYF05

Skin Friction

This method is referred to as the CLAYF05 method, although it was published in CUR (2001). Skin friction
for the CLAYF05 method is calculated using:

Where:
qc is the cone tip resistance.

End Bearing

For the CLAYF05 method end bearing is calculated in the same way as the CLAYAPI method.
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CLAYALPHA

Skin Friction

The CLAYALPHA method calculates the skin friction in clays by multiplying the undrained shear strength
by a user specified alpha value.

End Bearing

For the CLAYALPHA method end bearing is calculated in the same way as in the CLAYAPI method.
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CLAYKOLK

Skin Friction

The  CLAYKOLK  method  is  taken  from  Kolk  &  Van  de  Velde  (1996)  and  the  equation  used  in  OPILE
includes a small correction, to that presented in the original paper. The skin friction f is equal to:

Where:
 

 must not be greater than 1.0.
p0 is the effective overburden pressure [kPa] at the point in question.

su is the undrained shear strength at the current depth.

L is the pile penetration.
z is the current depth.
D is the pile outer diameter.

The  exponent  "-0.2"  was  incorrectly  presented  in  the  original  paper  as  "0.2",  communication  with  the
authors confirmed it should be "-0.2" and indeed this is the case where the Kolk & Van de Velde method
is presented in CUR (2001).

End Bearing

For the CLAYKOLK method end bearing is calculated in the same way as in the CLAYAPI method.
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CLAYUSER

Skin Friction and End Bearing

The  CLAYUSER  method  allows  the  user  to  enter  skin  friction  and  end  bearing  pressures  for  use  in  the
calculation  of  capacity  and TZ  and QZ curves.  The CLAYUSER method only  differs  from the  SANDUSER
method in the shape of the TZ curves that are generated. The QZ curves remain the same.
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CLAYEXP

Skin Friction

The CLAYEXP1 and CLAYEXP2 methods calculate the skin friction in clays by multiplying the undrained
shear strength by a user specified alpha value. It uses equations which have a similar form to those used
in CLAYAPI:

Where:
 

must be less than or equal to 1.0.
EXP is an exponent selected by the user: Clay Exp 1 for CLAYEXP1 and Clay Exp 2 for CLAYEXP2
P0 is the effective overburden pressure [kPa] at the depth in question.

c is the undrained shear strength at the current depth.

End Bearing

For the CLAYEXP method end bearing is calculated in the same way as in the CLAYAPI method.
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CLAYME

Skin Friction

The CLAYME method is a customisable method that calculates the skin friction in clays by multiplying the
undrained shear strength by an alpha value that depends upon various inputs. The skin friction is
calculated by:

Where:
 



n

Ip the plasticity index is subject to the constraint that:

Where IpLower and IpUpper are the low er and upper bounds of the plasticity
indexes custom defined in OPILE, they are given values of 10% and 25% respectively.

IpDivisor The IpDivisor is given a default value of 36.

IpSubtractor The IpSubtractor is given a default value of 0.22.

nA nA is used if  is greater than 1.0.  It is given a default value of 0.2.

P0 is the effective overburden pressure [kPa] at the depth in question.

su is the undrained shear strength [kPa] at the current depth.

End Bearing

For the CLAYME method end bearing is calculated in the same way as in the CLAYAPI method.

Note

The CLAYME method (also known as the Maersk 1996 method) has been used for pile design in the
Arabian Gulf by Maersk Oil (Qatar). This method is included in OPILE although neither Cathie Associates
nor Maersk Oil can accept any responsibility for its use. No further guidance on the input parameters
(such as n and the Ip limits) or the methods calibration can be provided. The default input parameters
are the same as those used in the Maersk 1996 method.
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Axial Sand Methods

There are various methods available that can be used to calculate the axial capacity of a pile, either
for generation of TZ & QZ curves or in ALLCAP.

Method
Soil Parameter Input in Main Table

Additional
Parameters

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

SANDAPI x x x x K Sand Compression & Tension

SANDAPI_RP2GEO x x x x x

SANDUSER x x

SANDICP x x x CPT Diameter, Pile Roughness

SANDICP_API x x x CPT Diameter

SANDUWA x x x CPT Diameter

SANDNGI x x

SANDF05 x x CPT Diameter

List of soil parameters used in the axial methods:

No. Symbol Unit Soil Parameter

1 Flim (kPa) limiting skin friction

2 Qlim (kPa) limiting end bearing

3 qc top (kPa) CPT cone tip resistance at top of layer

4 qc bottom (kPa) CPT cone tip resistance at bottom of layer

5 f () ultimate interface shearing angle (Ring shear test)

6 API () interface shearing angle

7 Nq (-) bearing capacity factor for body weight

8 fu (kPa) user specified ultimate shaft friction resistance

9 Qu (kPa) user specified ultimate end bearing resistance

10 API Comp (-) shaft friction factor in compression

11 API Tens (-) shaft friction factor in tension

Note:
Where possible the notation used in the explanation of each method is the same as used in the original
source paper, rather than translate many different methods and styles of notation to a common one to
be used in OPILE. It  is  always advised to consult  the original  reference sources of  these methods if  the
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user  is  not  familiar  with  the  implementation  of   a  particular  method.   The  references  cited  within  the
OPILE documentation are by no means exhaustive.  Note that easy unit conversions can be made when
inputting data such as dimensions and shear strengths, see units convention section for details.
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SANDAPI

Skin Friction

The calculation of skin friction for cohesionless soils according to API (2000) is as follows:

Where:
K is the coefficient of lateral earth pressure (ratio of horizontal to vertical normal stress).  For

open ended piles driven unplugged it is usually appropriate to assume K as 0.8 for tension
and compression loadings.

P0 is the effective overburden pressure [kPa] at the point in question

API is the friction angle between the soil and pile wall.

The skin friction f is subject to a limiting skin friction fLim. Typical values of API and fLim (the limiting skin

friction value) are shown in the table below.

End bearing

The unit end bearing [kPa] is calculated using the equation:

Where:
Nq is the dimensionless bearing capacity factor, as specified in the table below.

The end bearing pressure q is subject to a limiting end bearing value qlim. It is recommended that for

further information on this method API (2000) should be referred to.

Design parameters for cohesionless siliceous soil, ref API (2000).

Density Soil
Description

Soil-Pile Friction
Angle 

[Degrees]

Limiting Skin
Friction Values

[kPa]
Nq

Limiting End
Bearing Values

[MPa]

Very Loose
Loose
Medium

Sand
Sand-Silt
Silt

15 47.8 8 1.9

Loose
Medium
Dense

Sand
Sand-Silt
Silt

20 67.0 12 2.9

Medium
Dense

Sand
Sand-Silt

25 81.3 20 4.8

Dense
Very Dense

Sand
Sand-Silt

30 95.7 40 9.6

Dense
Very Dense

Gravel
Sand

35 114.8 50 12.0

The following soil density categories by Bentley & Carter (1991) are provided for guidance:
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Sands & Gravels
Bulk Density

[kN/m3]
Very Loose 17-18
Loose 18-19
Medium Dense 19-21
Dense 20-22
Very Dense 22-23
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SANDAPI_RP2GEO

Skin Friction

The calculation of skin friction for cohesionless soils according to API RP2GEO (2011) is as follows:

Where:
 is the dimensionless shaft friction factor for sands, for compression and tension.

p'0(z) is the effective vertical stress at depth z.

The skin friction f is subject to a limiting skin friction fLim. Typical values of  and fLim (the limiting skin

friction value) are shown in the table below.

End bearing

The unit end bearing [kPa] is calculated using the equation:

Where:
Nq is the dimensionless bearing capacity factor, as specified in the table below.

p'0, tip is the effective vertical stress at the pile tip.

The end bearing pressure q is subject to a limiting end bearing value qlim. It is recommended that for

further information on this method API RP2GEO (2011) should be referred to.

Design parameters for cohesionless siliceous soil, ref API RP2GEO (2011).

Relative Density Soil
Description

Shaft Friction
Factor [-]

Limiting Shaft
Friction Values

[kPa]
Nq [-]

Limiting Unit End
Bearing Values

[MPa]

Very Loose
Loose
Loose
Medium dense
Dense

Sand
Sand
Sand-Silt
Silt
Silt

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Medium dense Sand-Silt 0.29 67 12 3
Medium
Dense

Sand
Sand-Silt

0.37 81 20 5

Dense
Very Dense

Sand
Sand-Silt

0.46 96 40 10

Very Dense Sand 0.56 115 50 12

The following relative density percentage categories are provided by API RP2GEO (2011):
Very Loose 0-15
Loose 15-35
Medium Dense 35-65
Dense 65-85
Very Dense 85-100
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CPT Methods

Skin Friction

The  CPT  based  methods  SANDUWA,  SANDICP_API  and  SANDF05  are  implemented  in  OPILE  using  the
equations  as  will  be  provided  in  API  (2006).  The  SANDICP_API  method  is  a  variation  of  the  original
SANDICP  method  which  ignores  the  effect  of  pile  roughness.  It  is  recommended  that  for  further
guidance  API  (2006)  or  some  of  the  other  references  are  referred  to.  End  bearing  for  the  methods  is
covered in the other relevant sections, SANDUWA, SANDICP and SANDF05.

The  unit  skin  friction  (f)  formulae  for  open  ended  steel  pipe  piles  for  the  first  three  recommended
CPT-based methods (Simplified ICP-05, Offshore UWA-05 and Fugro-05) can all be considered as special
cases of the general formula: 

Where:
Ap Pile gross end area = Do

2/4

Ar Pile displacement ratio 1-(Di/Do)2 

Do Pile outer diameter

Di Pile inner diameter = Do - 2WT

WT is the wall thickness of the pile
e Base natural logarithms » 2.718
L Pile embedded length (below original seabed)
pa Atmospheric pressure = 100 kPa

qc,z CPT cone tip resistance qc at depth z 

'v0 is the overburden pressure at depth z

Values for parameters a, b, c, d, e, u and v for compression and tension (extracted from API (2006)):
Method Parameter

a b c d e u v

SANDICP_API

Compression 0.1 0.2 0.4 1 0 0.023

Tension 0.1 0.2 0.4 1 0 0.016

SANDUWA

Compression 0 0.3 0.5 1 0 0.030 2

Tension 0 0.3 0.5 1 0 0.022 2

SANDF05

Compression 0.05 0.45 0.90 0 1 0.043
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Tension 0.15 0.42 0.85 0 0 0.025
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SANDNGI

Skin Friction

The skin friction in compression loading is calculated by:

And the skin friction in tension loading is calculated by:

Where:

Fsig

FDr

And

pa Is the atmospheric pressure, 100kPa.

'v0 is the effective overburden pressure [kPa] at the point in question.

z is the depth in question [m]
L is the pile penetration below the original sea floor
qc is the cone resistance at the depth in question

End Bearing

The base pressure is determined by:

 For Plugged condition

 qp := qc  For Unplugged condition

Where:
qc Is the cone tip resistance at the specified depth.
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SANDICP

Skin Friction

There is  a modified ICP method, SANDICP_API which is  presented in  the CPT methods  section.  For  the
unmodified  ICP  method  SANDICP  the  equations  are  as  presented  in  Jardine  et  al  (2005)  and  the  API
variant ignores the pile roughness term. If the pile roughness input in OPILE is set to zero the two methods
give the same results in OPILE, even though the equations are implemented as they were presented in
the cited references. In compression the skin friction is calculated from:

And in tension the skin friction is calculated from:

   

Where:
rf

rc

A lower limit of h/Rstar >= 8 applies

rd

G

With:

p0 is the overburden pressure at the depth in question

h is the distance of the depth in question above the pile tip
RStar

t is the pile wall thickness
R is the pile radius

End Bearing

If the pile is plugged both of the following conditions must be met, otherwise the pile is unplugged:

And:
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After it has been determined whether or not the pile is plugged or unplugged the end bearing pressure
is calculated by:

Where:
Dr

DCPT is the diameter of the cone penetrometer, commonly 0.036m
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SANDUWA

Skin Friction

Skin friction is calculated according to the equations which will be published in API (2006), these are
presented in the CPT methods section.

End Bearing

The UWA method, as presented in API (2006), only considers piles to behave in a plugged manner. End
bearing pressure is calculated using the following equation:

Where:
qc Is the cone tip resistance at the specified depth

Ar Pile displacement ratio 1-(Di/Do)2 

For further information see Lehane et al (2005).
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SANDF05

Skin Friction

Skin friction is calculated according to the equations which will be published in API (2006) and these are
presented in the CPT methods section.

End Bearing

The  SANDF05  method  only  considers  that  piles  can  behave  in  a  plugged  manner  and  end  bearing
pressure is calculated using the following equation:

WHere:
qc Is the cone tip resistance at the specified depth

Ar Pile displacement ratio 1-(Di/Do)2 

Pa Is atmospheric pressure, introduced for units purposes, 100kPa

For further information see CUR (2001) and Lehane et al (2005). Note that only the equations presented
in Lehane et al (2005) and API (2006) are intended by the authors for use in design. The earlier versions
have been subjected to modifications.
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SANDUSER

Skin Friction and End Bearing

The SANDUSER method allows the user to enter skin friction and end bearing pressures for use in the
calculation of capacity and TZ and QZ curves. The frictions and end bearings are entered as shown in
the figure below:

If zero end bearing is required then "0" should be entered. It is not possible to leave the end bearing box
blank. SANDUSER differs from CLAYUSER only in the shape of the TZ curves which are generated.
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Custom Axial Methods

The custom axial methods "CUST_AX" numbers 1 to 3 which are available under the axial soil input allow
the  generation  of  custom  TZ  curve  shapes.  The  custom  curves  are  used  in  conjunction  with  fixed
maximum  skin  frictions  and  end  bearings,  the  custom  response  curves  are  then  defined  in  terms  of
T/Tmax (skin friction), Q/Qmax (end bearing) and Z/Diameter. When a custom method is selected in the
axial  soil  input  table  it  highlights  the  required  input  tables  under  the  custom  response  curves  tab  as
shown below. 
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Axial Load Cases

Sign Convention

The sign convention of axial  load cases is  shown in the diagram below. Displacements and forces are
positive downwards (for compression loading) and negative upwards (for tension loading). For torsional
loadings (where the pile has a torsion applied about its vertical axis) the sign of the loads has no effect.
To avoid confusion between axial and lateral load cases where a pile is subjected to torsional loading it
twists  about the piles  vertical  axis,  as  opposed to a rotation under lateral  shear  and moment loading.
Users should adopt either a negative or positive signs for torsions and twists.  

It  is  important  to  note  that  displacements  and  twists  take  precedence  over  forces  and  torsions.  For
example if a displacement and a force were entered as a load condition for the same grid point then
the displacement would override the force and the force input would be ignored. In solving these type
of  problems  it  is  computationally  more  efficient  to  use  displacement  and  twist  controlled  analyses,
rather than force-torsion controlled analyses. 

Applied  loads  (Axial  and  Torsional)  are  transferred  to  the  pile  element  bottom  and  applied
displacements (Axial and Twists) are transferred to the pile element middle. In case a load needs to be
applied  to  the  top  of  a  pile,  it  is  recommended  to  create  a  small  top  element  or  use  OPILE's  grid
generator. 

The axial load cases are entered into a table as shown below:
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Automatic Load Case Generation

OPILE will  automatically  generate  load cases  that  are  appropriate  for  the  pile  being analysed.  Within
the load case generation there is an option to optimize the load cases in order to determine the nature
of any peaks within the load displacement response. 

Optimize to Locate Axial Peaks

For  piles  which  are  predominantly  driven  into  clay  soils,  with  a  residual  effect  on  the  TZ  curves,  it  is
possible  to  determine  the  peak  on  the  pile  load-displacement  response  curve,  using  the  feature  in
OPILE.  The  feature  works  by  incrementing  through  a  series  of  displacements  and  determining  the  pile
load  associated  with  them.  Note  that  it  carries  out  a  finite  difference  analysis  of  the  pile  at  each
increment and it is not advised to use this feature for piles which gain most of their capacity in sands, or
it may take a long time to run with little value in the results, where no distinct peak will be found, rather
an  ultimate  value.  Once  it  finds  a  peak  (no  matter  how  small)  the  subroutine  stops!  Example  of  the
routine results is shown in the picture below (from Worked out Example 5).
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A necessary input for this type of analysis is the displacement increment, the smaller this increment is the
longer the analysis  will  take. However  if  the increment  is  too large then the peak may be skipped. An
increment  of  about  0.1%  of  the  pile  diameter  usually  produces  satisfactory  results.  The  other  input
required is  the initial  displacement,  which if  set to a value of  greater  than zero means that  no tension
load  cases  will  be  generated.  This  type  of  peak  detection  is  approximate  and  may  take  some
adjustment of the displacement interval in order to maximize the accuracy. The initial displacement and
the  displacement  increment  that  are  used for  locating  the  axial  peaks  are  taken  from  the  tab  'Load
Cases'  and are independent  of  the parameters  for  finding tension and compressions peaks within  the
Mobilized Capacity Options (see below). 

Location of initial displacement and the displacement increment input within Load Cases

Schematic outline of pile load displacement response
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Type of Load Cases

OPILE will generate load cases which are sufficient to define the full axial load-displacement response of
the pile. These load cases will include sufficient points to encompass the peaks of any response curve.

Due to the complicated nature of pile torsional analysis the automatic load case generation does not
generate load cases for torsion/rotation type cases. Generally only very small  rotations are required to
fail the pile in a torsional manner. The torsional pile response could be used to analyse the response of
conductor piles and assess the suitability of hi-torque connectors. The method by which torsional analysis
is carried out means it should never be used in combination with any end bearing, otherwise the results
that are obtained will be incorrect. Some information on this type of analyses is given in Finnie & Morgan
(2004).
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Mobilized Axial Capacity

The mobilized axial capacity for tension and compression corresponds to the peak axial capacity
provided from pile load-displacement analyses.
The following input is necessary for analyzing the Mobilized Axial Capacity:

AxCap (All Penetrations) - The following information in particular: Plugged or Unplugged
AxCap  Details  (Final  Penetration)  -  The  following  information  in  particular:  Calculation  Type  and  Tens
Mod
TZ Curves  (Compression  only  -  the  tension  T  values  are  derived  from the  'AxCap'  Details,  column 'Tens
Mod')
QZ Curves

For  each  pile  penetration  (penetration  interval  set  by  the  axial  pile  grid),  the  axial  load  peaks  are
identified by incrementing through a series of displacements and determining the pile load associated
with them. The peak finding iteration is similar to the iteration used for providing the Load Cases locating
the  axial  responds  peaks.  The  peak  finding  iteration  control  parameters  are  grouped  in  the  'General'
tab, below the 'Analysis Options' sub-tab. 
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SRD Soil

The SRD soil input is defined in order to calculate soil resistance to driving and self penetration of a pile. It
is defined in a series of layers in the SRD Soil input table as shown below. The soil properties which require
definition  depend  upon  the  SRD  method  specified  for  a  particular  layer.  It  is  possible  to  specify
properties which are not used for the current SRD method.

An example of the SRD soil input table.

It  is only possible to use one SRD main method and this  is  selected from the options in the combo box
below  the  main  soil  input  table.  For  example,  it  is  not  possible  to  use  the  ALM sand  method  with  the
STEVENS clay method. Once the main method has been selected it is necessary to select sub methods
from the main soil table. These sub methods are outlined further in the separate main method sections.

Selection of the Main SRD method.
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It  is always necessary to specify the bottom depth of a layer, a soil  effective unit  weight and method.
The top depth is filled in automatically and the top most layer must always have a top depth of 0m and
this  is  filled  in  automatically.  Once  the  SRD  sub  method  has  been  selected  various  cells  will  then  be
highlighted  in  yellow and it  is  necessary  to  fill  these  in.  Note  that  where  cells  are  highlighted  in  green
then they contain optional/alternative input, reference to that input can be found in the section of the
particular  method  for  more  information.  In  addition  some   below  the  main  soil  input  table  may  be
highlighted  and  these  will  also  be  used  in  the  analysis.  They  will  generally  have  some  default  values
(such as K for the Stevens -  sand method) and are highlighted to bring to the users  attention the fact
that they are used. These parameters are explained in the relevant method sections.
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Alm & Hamre

The ALM method is based upon that published by Alm & Hamre (2001) and uses CPT data. It  allows for
two sub methods to analyse the soil resistance to driving for SAND and CLAY.

General

The total static resistance is calculated similarly to pile bearing capacity principles. OPILE uses factors to
account for internal and external friction in SANDS and CLAYS. The default factor for sand is 1.0, whereas
the default factor for clays is 1.8. For skin friction in sands and clays it should be noted that the factor is
for  the  total  external  and  internal  skin  friction,  which  could  be  50%  external  and  50%  internal  friction
which would require a factor of 1.0. Unit tip resistance is only applied to the annular area of the pile.

Upper bound resistance is also controlled by an additional factor applied to the best estimate and 1.25
is suggested by Alm & Hamre (2002). OPILE allows for the user to vary the upper bound factor.

Shaft capacity and end bearing resistance components are evaluated separately, and then combined
as follow:

Lower Bound
SRDLB = 1.0 * Qs
+ Qa

For Sand 1.0 is the standard ALM Factor on Sand Friction

SRDLB = 1.8 * Qs
+ Qa

For Clay 1.0 is the standard ALM Factor on Clay Friction

Upper Bound
SRDUB = 1.25 *
SRDLB

1.25 is the standard ALM Upper Bound Factor

Where:
Qs is the total outside shaft capacity
Qa is the total end bearing resistance

The standard ALM Factors can be overwritten by the user in the SRD Soil  Input -  Other SRD Parameters
(when selecting ALM as Main SRD Method):

The general formulation of side friction along a pile during driving is:

Where:
fs is the pile side friction 

fsi is the initial pile side friction

fsres is the residual pile side friction

d is the depth to the actual layer
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p is the pile tip penetration
k is the shape factor for degradation

qT is the cone tip resistance

The shape factor for degradation is the same for sands and clays, using the following:

SAND

For SANDS the initial friction is taken as the basic static friction formulation, while the residual friction fsres
is taken as 20% of the initial friction:

No upper limit on friction is included, however the lateral stress coefficient K is linked to the cone
resistance by:

Where:
 is the constant volume friction angle (degrees)

pa is the reference pressure (100kPa)

qT is the total cone tip resistance from the CPT

In SANDS the unit tip resistance is given by:

CLAY

For CLAYS the initial friction is taken as the recorded CPT sleeve friction, while the residual friction is a
function of the normalized cone tip resistance using the following:
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In CLAYS unit tip resistance is taken as 60% of the total cone resistance.
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Stevens

The  Stevens  method  of  SRD  is  implemented  according  to  Stevens  et  al  (1982).  It  is  based  upon  the
unplugged and plugged capacities and can be applied in sands, clays and rocks. It uses a series of skin
friction and end bearing factors to derive upper and lower bound soil resistance to driving results.

General

Lower  and upper  bound values  of  SRD are calculated for  both  unplugged (coring)  and  plugged pile
conditions. In the unplugged situation internal and external skin friction is used, combined with annular
end bearing. In plugged driving skin friction is mobilised only on the external wall  and the end bearing
area is equal to the full area of the pile.  

When the pile drives unplugged a lower bound value is calculated assuming that the friction developed
on the inside wall is 50% of that on the external wall. Thus giving a skin friction factor of 1.5. For the upper
bound unplugged case it is assumed that the internal friction is equal to the external friction, thus giving
a skin friction factor of 2.0. These skin friction factors are user controlled variables in OPILE.

When the pile plugs a lower bound value is calculated using the procedures presented to calculate unit
skin  friction and end bearing.  For  the  upper  bound in  sands  and rocks  the  lower  bound values  of  skin
friction  are  increased  by  30%  and  the  lower  bound  values  of  end  bearing  are  increased  by  50%.  A
corresponding increase in the limiting values of skin friction and end bearing is also applied.

For  the  plugged  upper  bound  in  cohesive  soils  the  unit  skin  friction  is  not  increased  and  Nc=15.0  is

assumed for calculation of end bearing.

Note: Stevens (1982) implements the CLAYAPICOMM and SANDAPI methods as per API WSD (1986), not
according to the main text methods of API (2000).

Shaft capacity and end bearing capacity components are evaluated separately, and then combined
as follow:

Lower Bound Coring SRD = 1.5 * Qs + Qa
1.5 is the standard Stevens Factor for
Unplugged SRD - LB Skin Factor

Upper Bound Coring SRD = 2.0 * Qs + Qa
2.0 is the standard Stevens Factor for
Unplugged SRD - UB Skin Factor

Lower Bound Plugged SRD = Qs + Qp

Upper Bound Plugged

SRD = 1.3 * Qs + 1.5

* Qp

For sand and
calcarenite

1.3 is the standard Stevens Factor for
Plugged SRD - Skin Factor - Sand (UB)
1.5 is the standard Stevens Factor for
Plugged SRD - End Factor - Sand (UB)

SRD = Qs + 1.67 Qp For clay

Where:
Qs is the total outside shaft capacity
Qa is the total end bearing resistance on the pile annulus
Qp is the total end bearing resistance on the gross sectional area of the pile

The standard Stevens Factors can be overwritten by the user in the SRD Soil Input - Other SRD Parameters
(when selecting STEVENS or COLLIAT as Main SRD Method):
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SAND

The  shaft  friction  and  end  bearing  are  calculated  similarly  to  the  SANDAPI  axial  method,  with  the
exception  of  the  increases  discussed  in  the  upper  and  lower  bound  predictions  section.  The  Stevens
method uses a K value of 0.7 in sands and this is the default value in OPILE.

CLAY

The shaft friction is calculated using the CLAYAPICOMM axial method, however it is then factored by a
factor Fp which is defined by:

Where:
su is the undrained shear strength of the clay

suNc is the undrained shear strength of the clay if normally consolidated.

PI is the plasticity index.  It is not necessary to enter the liquid limit and plastic limits to derive
the plasticity index if an OCR value is entered directly.

v is the effective overburden pressure.

OCR is the overconsolidation ratio.  The OCR can be calculated using the plasticity index,
however OPILE will also accept an optional override value of the OCR to be input.

Unit end bearing in clay is calculated according to:

Nc is the dimensionless bearing capacity factor, normally taken as 9.

ROCK

According to Stevens et al (1982) driving piles into rock is anticipated to severly fracture the rock layers
and reduce the rock to a granular material. Therefore the unit skin friction for piles driven in rock layers is
calculated assuming sand parameters. For poor to fair quality rock unit end bearing is limited to values
given for granular materials. For more competent rock the unit end bearing is calculated according to:
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Where:
u is the compressive strength of the rock
Nu is the dimensionless bearing capacity factor, typically equal to 3.0.
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Colliat

The Colliat method for calculating SRD is implemented based upon Colliat et al (1993) and Puech et al
(1990). The method was developed primarily for use in hard clays and is implemented in the same way
as  the  Stevens  method with  the  exception  that  the  skin  friction  in  clays  is  modified  to  account  for  a
residual  effect.  It  should  be  noted  that  the  Colliat  et  al  (1993)  paper  published  information  that
superseded  Puech  et  al  (1990),  although  both  papers  will  need  to  be  consulted  to  understand  the
application of the method.  

For the Colliat  method the shaft  friction in  clays is  calculated very similarly  to the CLAYAPICOMM  axial
method, however it is then factored by a factor Fp which is defined by:

Where:

 is selected according to whether the calculation is upper or lower bound and depending
on the distance above the pile tip.  The use of lambda values is described below.

OCR is the overconsolidation ratio (see Stevens for the use of OCR/plasticity index).

In addition to those inputs required for the Stevens method Colliat requires the following:

 Upper bound residual lambda.
 Lower bound residual lambda.
 Upper bound lambda maximum.
 Lower bound lambda maximum.
 A  non  degradation  length,  measured  from  the  pile  tip,  above  which  the  residual

effect  is  accounted  for.  Colliat  et  al  suggest  this  length  to  be  10m  and  this  is  the
default value in OPILE.

The  upper  and  lower  bound  lambda  values  are  used  for  the  upper  and  lower  bound  calculations  of
SRD,  respectively.  If  the  distance  above  the  pile  tip  is  more  than  the  degradation  length  then  the
residual value of lambda is used. If  the distance above the pile tip is  less than the degradation length
then the maximum lambda value is  used. The figure below shows how the various lambda values  are
implemented.  
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Custom SRD

The CUSTOM SRD method has  been implemented to  base the SRD directly  upon the calculated axial
capacity within OPILE. As such it can only be used when axial capacity calculation output is present. For
compatibility the CUSTOM SRD method also forces the SRD pile grid to be the same as the pile grid used
for axial capacity, as such, the CUSTOM SRD method is based on the Axial Pile Grid. In order to use the
CUSTOM SRD method it is only necessary to fill in a series of factors on the skin friction and end bearing
and  select  from  the  option  of  plugged  or  unplugged.  No  other  specific  SRD  input  is  required  for  the
CUSTOM method. An example of the CUSTOM SRD table is shown below.

Skin Friction

Skin friction is taken as the external skin friction as calculated in the axial capacity table. To derive the
SRD the skin  friction is  then factored using the skin  friction factors  as  entered in  the  SRD custom table.
Separate factors are allowed for sands and clays. Note that for SRD full external and internal skin friction
would  be  derived  by  using  a  skin  friction  factor  of  2.0.  A  skin  friction  factor  of  1.0  could  either  mean
external friction only, or some other combination of external and internal friction (e.g. 50% external, 50%
internal). I.e. a factor of 1.2 could be used if it were intended to use 70% of external friction and only 50%
of  internal  friction.  Care should be taken for  selection  of  factors  in  combination  with  the  end bearing
state selected.

End Bearing

End bearing is  taken as the end bearing pressure calculated in the axial  capacity table. Note, that  in
the axial capacity table the "unplugged end bearing capacity" in kN includes annular end bearing and
internal skin friction, depending upon the axial method selected. To avoid complications the unplugged
and plugged end bearing pressures are taken and are then multiplied by the annular or full end bearing
areas are required. 

Plugged/Unplugged

The  option  of  using  plugged  or  unplugged  end  bearing  is  offered  in  OPILE.  In  order  to  use  either  it  is
essential that the axial capacity calculation has output continuous values for both, otherwise the results
may  not  be  meaningful.  Some  methods,  such  as  CLAYICP,  may  not  output  continuous  values  of
unplugged or plugged end bearing.
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Driving Shoe

The effect of a pile driving shoe can be accounted for in OPILE by using two steps:

1. Add a small section at the bottom of the pile in the pile dimensions input with the property
section which would represent the pile shoe. This usually means an increased wall thickness,
whilst maintaining the diameter the same.

2. Adjust the skin friction factor to account for the degree of internal friction which is mobilised
during driving. The selection of the skin friction factor would depend upon the methodology
used.

Note: reduction of the shaft resistance as achieved in point 2 can also be done by selection a reduced
shaft area (reduced pile diameter) for the pile section above the pile driving shoe.
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Lateral Soil

Lateral soil  input is defined in order to calculate PY curves necessary for the lateral  load-displacement
response. It is defined in a series of layers in the PY input table as shown below. The soil properties which
require definition depend upon the lateral method specified for a particular layer. It is possible to specify
properties which are not used for the current lateral method.

It is always necessary to specify the bottom depth of a layer, a unit weight and type. The top depth is
filled  in  automatically.  The  method specifies  the  type  of  PY  curve  that  will  be  used  for  that  particular
layer and is entered by selecting an option from the drop down menu.

Once  the  type  of  method  has  been  selected  various  cells  will  then  be  highlighted  in  yellow  and  it  is
necessary to fill these in. In addition some other lateral parameters may be highlighted and these should
also be filled in.

An example of the lateral soil input table (from Worked Example 5)
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Other Lateral Parameters

Cyclic or static

PY  curves  are  either  generated  for  static  or  cyclic  conditions,  the  static  or  cyclic  option  is  controlled
within the lateral soil  input tab. By default it  is set to CYCLIC. Whether a particular  method is  affect by
the static or cyclic option is shown in the Lateral Soil Methods table.

Curve modifiers 

The PY can be changed by the use of modifiers, which can be applied either to the lateral pressure (P)
or to the displacement (Y) part  of the curve. For instance a Y modifier  could be used to soften lateral
response  by  applying  a  YMod  of  greater  than  1.0  to  the  PY  curves.  The  PY  curve  modifiers  are  only
applied during the finite element analyses of the pile and not in the PY curves which are output.
If a layer specific cyclic P modifier is required in order to define different degradation factors depending
on soil  layers,  this  can be enabled by checking  the checkbox  "Allow layer  specific  Cyclic  P  Modifier".
Within  the  soil  table,  a  "Cyclic  P  Modifier  [-]"  column colors  green.  The cyclic  P  modifier  is  an  optional
input and if no value is entered then a layer specific modifier value of 1 is considered.

Y Shift

Y shifts can be added to the PY curves under the lateral input tab. Y shifts may be applicable where it is
necessary to model loss of soil contact with the pile, or to model the effect of a landslide on a pile. It is
first necessary to ensure that the "Allow Y shifts" checkbox is checked, this then allows an extra column in
the lateral  soil  input table. A Y shift  is  an optional  parameter  for  each layer  and if  no value is  entered
then no change is made to the PY curve.

Other Lateral Parameters
Lateral parameters which are specific to a method are discussed in the relevant sections (e.g. Xr in the
CLAYAPI method).
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Lateral Soil Methods

There are various methods available that can be used to calculate PY curves for further lateral analysis:  

Method

Required Input
Additional
Required

InputSu
To
p

Su
Bo
tto
m

J e
50 ' K P

lim

q
cT
op

q
cB
ot

R
Dy

N
Dy

M
Dy

R
W

N
W  UC

S Kr

Re
es
e K
St

Re
es
e K
Cy

Cy
clic
or
Sta
tic

SANDA
PI

x x o x

CLAYAP
I

x x x x x CLAYAPI Factor,
Limit Su

CLAYRE
ESE

x x x o o x

DYSON x x x x x

WESSE
LINK

x x x x0

ROCKR
EESE97

x x Alpha, Eir,
Krm, Top
depth of
rock layer

EVANS
_C_PHI

x x x x o o o o x

FRAGI
O

x x Rock mass
shear
strength as
fraction of
UCS,
Transition
depth

ABBS x x x x x o o

DUNNA
VANT

x x x x x x0, number
of cycles

NOVEL
LO99

x x x Gamma C,
number of
cycles

KALLEH
AVE

x x o

SOREN
SEN

x o

CUSTO
M PYs

x

Note:
Where possible the notation used in the explanation of each method is the same as used in the original
source paper, rather than translate many different methods and styles of notation to a common one to
be used in OPILE. A full list of different notations and descriptions is given within this help file. It is always
advised  to  consult  the  original  reference  sources  of  these  methods  if  the  user  is  not  familiar  with  the
implementation of  a particular  method. The references cited within  the OPILE documentation are not
intended to be exhaustive. Note that easy unit conversions can be made when inputting data such as
dimensions and shear strengths, see units convention section for details.
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For SANDAPI, EVANS_C_PHI, ABBS, KALLEHAVE and SORENSEN Plim is an optional input.
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SANDAPI

OPILE has only one lateral SANDAPI method, because API (2000) and API RP2GEO (2011) result in the
same ultimate lateral bearing capacity.
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API 2000

According to API (2000) the ultimate lateral bearing capacity for sand has been found to vary from a
value at shallow depths determined by:

To a value at deep depths determined by:

At any given depth the smallest value of pu should be used as the ultimate bearing capacity.

Where:
A is a factor to account for cyclic or static loading condition,

evaluated by:

For cyclic loading:

And for static loading:

With A being a minimum of 0.9.
C1 See figure below, or:

 
C2

C3

'v is the overburden pressure at the depth in question [kPa]

The lateral soil resistance deflection (p-y) relationships for sand are non-linear and may be approximate
at a specific depth H by the following expression:

Where:
k is the initial modulus of subgrade reaction [kN/m3] - see figure

below.
pu is the ultimate bearing capacity at depth H

For  SANDAPI  there  is  an  optional  parameter  Plim  which  limits  the  lateral  pressure,  if  necessary.  If  this
optional parameter is left blank then it will not be used, otherwise the limit will be applied. This optional
input is denoted in OPILE by turning the cell background colour to green.
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Coefficients as a function of `, ref API (2000)

Initial modulus of subgrade reaction as a function of `, ref API (2000)
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API RP2GEO

According to API RP2GEO (2011) the ultimate lateral bearing capacity for sand has been found to vary
from a value at shallow depths determined by:

To a value at deep depths determined by:

At any given depth the smallest value of pu should be used as the ultimate bearing capacity.

Where:
' is the submerged soil unit weight

z is the depth below the original seafloor
D is the pile outside diameter
C1, C2, C3 are the coefficients determined as follows as function of angle of internal friction 

':

where

The lateral soil resistance-deflection (p-y) relationships for sand are non-linear and may be approximate
at a specific depth z by the following expression:

Where:
A is a factor to account for cyclic or static loading condition,

evaluated by:

For cyclic loading:

And for static loading:

k is the rate of increase with depth of initial modulus of subgrade
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reaction [kN/m3] - see table below.
pu is the ultimate lateral resistance at depth z

For  SANDAPI  there  is  an  optional  parameter  Plim  which  limits  the  lateral  pressure,  if  necessary.  If  this
optional parameter is left blank then it will not be used, otherwise the limit will be applied. 

Coefficients as a function of ', ref API RP2GEO (2011)

Initial modulus of subgrade reaction as a function of ', ref API RP2GEO (2011)
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' k

MN/m³ (lb/in³)
25° 5.4 (20)
30° 11 (40)
35° 22 (80)
40° 45 (165)
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CLAYAPI

According to API (2000) for static lateral loads the ultimate unit lateral bearing capacity pu for a pile

embedded in CLAYS is calculated according to

for X<XR

for X>=XR
Where:

pu is the ultimate lateral resistance [kPa].

c is the undrained shear strength for undisturbed clay soil samples [kPa].
D is the pile diameter.

'v is the overburden pressure [kPa] at the point in question.

J is a dimensionless empirical constant with values ranging from 0.25 to 0.5.
X is depth below soil surface
XR is depth below soil surface to bottom of reduced resistance zone.  Given

by :

The curve for STATIC loading is generated from the following co-ordinate points:
p/pu y/yc
0.00 0
0.23 0.1
0.33 0.3
0.5 1.0

0.72 3.0
1.00 8
1.00 

Where:
p is the actual lateral resistance [kPa].
y is the actual lateral deflection [m]
yc

50 is the strain which occurs at one-half the maximum stress on laboratory
undrained compression tests of undisturbed samples.  Within OPILE it is
referred to as "e50".

For the case where equilibrium has been reached under CYCLIC loading the PY curves may be
generated from the following table:
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X>XR X<XR
p/pu y/yc p/pu y/yc

0.00 0 0.00 0
0.23 0.1 0.23 0.1
0.33 0.3 0.33 0.3
0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0

0.72 3.0 0.72 3.0
0.72  0.72X/XR 15.0

0.72X/XR 

In addition some account of the recommendation within API for the treatment of stiff clays is made. For
stiff  clay  (c  >  96  kPa)  which  might  undergo  rapid  deterioration  under  cyclic  loadings  the  ultimate
resistance will  be reduced to something considerably  less  than that  for  soft  clays.  While  stiff  clays  also
have non-linear  stress-strain  relationships,  they are generally  more brittle  than soft  clays.  In  developing
stress-strain curves and subsequent PY curves for  cyclic  loads,  good judgment should reflect  the rapid
deterioration  of  load capacity  at  large  deflections  for  stiff  clays  (according  to  API  WSD (2000)).  This  is
accounted for in OPILE by the application of a factor to the ultimate resistance, where the undrained
shear strength is above a specified shear strength limit (usually 96kPa):  

The  "Stiff  CLAY  API  Factor"  is  applied  to  the  calculated  ultimate  lateral  resistance  where  the  shear
strength  is  above  the  specified  limit.  The  application  of  this  factor  is  only  made  if  the  STATIC/CYCLIC
option is set to CYCLIC. The initial points on the PY curve remain the same, after a larger displacement
the ultimate pressure is  reduced. The single shear strength value (as recommended by API WSD (2000)
implements a cut-off rather than a transition. If stiff clays are to be analysed the use of the Dunnavant
method could also be considered.

Specifically for CLAYAPI, the parameter Xr can be manually set by the user. When the tickbox 'Manually
define Xr' is checked, a text box for defining Xr will appear. When checked, OPILE will overwrite Xr by the
user inputted value.

A  modification  to  Yc  for  large  diameter  piles,  according  to  Stevens  and  Audibert  (1979)  can  be
performed by ticking the tickbox 'Modify Y for large diameter piles'. 
The modification performed in OPILE is:
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CLAYREESE

Reese et al (1975) developed a PY curve suitable for use in stiff clays. The PY curve has a complex shape
and can be applied for static and cyclic loading.

For both the static  and cyclic  curves an initial  linear  section is  defined using an initial  stiffness  which  is
assumed to vary linearly with depth, from zero at the surface. The linear section is  defined by an initial
stiffness gradient k. Typical values for k are shown in the table below:

Recommended values for initial stiffness gradient for stiff clays, Reese et al (1975)

k [kPa/m]
Undrained Shear Strength [kPa]

50 - 100 100 - 200 200 - 400
Static Loading 135000 270000 540000

Cyclic Loading 55000 110000 220000

The PY curve for STATIC conditions is then calculated using the following logic:

The PY curve for CYCLIC conditions is then calculated using the following logic:

Where:
pu

in kN/m
su su is the undrained shear strength at the depth in question

suav is the average undrained shear strength over the depth of the averaging window.
The averaging window ranges between the current depth and the depth at
which a layer with a different lateral method is encountered (starting from the
current depth and going in the direction of the sea bed).

H is the depth
b is the pile diameter
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'v is the overburden pressure

yc

yp

50 is the strain at one half the maximum undrained shear strength in a triaxial test.

A is an empirical adjustment factor determined for STATIC loading:

B is an empirical adjustment factor determined for CYCLIC loading:
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DYSON

The DYSON p-y curve method is intended for use in calcareous soils and is described by Dyson &
Randolph (2001).

Where:
p lateral resistance [kPa]
R is a constant for curve stiffness [-]
qc is cone tip resistance at the specified depth in [kPa], which in

OPILE is interpolated between cone resistances specified for
the top and bottom of a layer.

n is a constant
m is a constant controlling the amount of curvature in the p-y

relation.

' is the soil unit weight [kN/m3]
D is the pile diameter [m]

For a calcareous soil near the Goodwyn A platform Dyson and Randolph (2001) found R to be between
2.56 and 2.84, n=0.72 and m is between 0.52 and 0.64.
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WESSELINK

Wesselink is a PY curve method which is intended for use in calcareous soils and is described by
Wesselink et al (1988).  The curve is given by:

Where:
R is a control variable for curve stiffness [kPa]
N constant controlling the rate of increase in p with depth x

 is a constant controlling the amount of curvature in the p-y relation

x0 is a constant length taken as 1m, input into a text box

' is the soil unit weight [kN/m3]

Typical values of the input parameters are shown below:

Reference Soil Test and Type R
 [kPa] N 

Wesselink et al (1988) Bass Strait, Kingfish B centrifuge tests 650 0.7 0.65
Wesselink et al (1988) Bass Strait, Halibut centrifuge tests 850 0.7 0.65
Williams et al (1988) Bass Strait, Kingfish B onshore pit test 500 0.5 0.5
Dyson and Randolph (1997) North West Shelf, Goodwyn A,

centrifuge tests
210 to 270 1.5 0.85
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ROCKREESE97

The ROCKREESE97 method has been taken from Reese, L. & Van Impe, W.F. (2001). The PY curve has
a complex shape and can be applied for static and cyclic loading.

The PY curve is calculated using the following logic:

The ultimate lateral resistance of the rock pur in kN/m can be calculated using the following logic:

Where:
y is the displacement
qu is the compressive strength of the rock

xr is the depth below the rock surface

B is the pile diameter
yrm
krm is a constant ranging from 0.0005 to 0.00005, for more information

see Reese, L. & Van Impe, W.F. (2001).
kir

r is a strength reduction factor

Characteristic shape of p-y curves for weak rock (after Reese & vam Impe, 2001)
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EVAN_C_PHI

Evan  and  Duncan  (1982)  developed  PY  curves  for  c-  soils  for  the  application  of  short-term  static
loading and for cyclic loading.

Similar as the CLAYREESE method, for both the static and cyclic curves an initial linear section is defined
using an initial stiffness which is assumed to vary linearly with depth, from zero at the surface. The linear
section is defined by an initial stiffness gradient k. Typical values for k are shown in the table below:

Recommended values for initial stiffness gradient for stiff clays, Reese et al (1975)

k [kPa/m]
Undrained Shear Strength [kPa]

50 - 100 100 - 200 200 - 400
Static Loading 135000 270000 540000

Cyclic Loading 55000 110000 220000

The PY curve for STATIC and CYCLIC conditions is calculated using the following logic:

Where:
pu

With A taken from Figure below, and:

and 

 

 45 + 
c is the undrained shear strength at the depth in question (cohesion)

 is the angle of internal friction

x is the depth
b is the pile diameter
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 effective unit weight of soil

0 taken as 0.4




m

n

C

yk

A is an empirical adjustment factor determined for STATIC loading:

Values of coefficients A for the STATIC and the CYCLIC condition
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Characteristic shape of p-y curves proposed for  c- soils

Note that it can occur that yk > b/60, in this case the exponential part of the curve is not present.
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FRAGIO

Fragio  et  al  (1985)  developed  a  PY  curve  criterion  for  weak  calcareous  claystone.  It  was  developed
from  pile  load  tests  in  calcareous  claystone  with  strengths  of  between  9  and  36MPa.  The  response  is
intended to represent brittle failure near the surface. The initial linear response is influenced by the rock
mass stiffness and the peak stress is reached at a displacement yu. The peak stress is given by:

at the surface

at depth

Where:
s is the rock mass shear strength [kPa].

Fragio et al (1985) found that by fitting the test data a value of s of 10% (which can be changed by the
user in OPILE) of the unconfined compressive strength of the intact rock gave a good match with the
measured response. After the initial response the curve remains at pu until y exceeds 3yu where it drops
to 0.5pu as shown in the figure below.  

The  reduction  only  occurs  at  the  surface  where  it  is  expected  that  a  brittle  failure  may  occur,  the
reduction  depth  is  typically  6  pile  diameters  below  mudline  and  can  be  varied  in  OPILE.  At  some
transition  depth  the  curve  takes  on  the  shape  of  the  deep  failure  curve,  with  no  reduction  from  the
peak stress. A linear interpolation is used between the surface and the transition depth to determine the
response at displacements where the reduction takes place.

Typical shape of PY curves for Zumaya claystone, ref Fragio et al (1985)
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ABBS

The  ABBS  method  was  designed  for  application  in  soft  rock  and  is  described  by  Abbs  (1983).  It  was
developed for carbonate rocks having strengths in the range of 0.5 to 5MPa and uses the CLAYREESE
method  as  the  initial  part  of  the  curve,  then  the  SANDAPI  method  for  the  residual  pressure  at  larger
displacements.

The first  part  of the curve is  given by the CLAYREESE method for static loading in  stiff  clay,  up until  the
end of the second parabolic section (i.e. y <= 6Ayc). After that the pressure undergoes a rapid change
to the residual pressure given by the SANDAPI method for cyclic loading.

The PY curve is generated using the following logic:

Where:
pu

in kN/m
su su is the undrained shear strength at the depth in question

suav is the average undrained shear strength over the depth of the averaging
window. The averaging window ranges between the current depth and the
depth at which a layer with a different lateral method is encountered (starting
from the current depth and going in the direction of the sea bed).

H is the depth
b is the pile diameter

'v is the overburden pressure

yc

50 is the strain at one half the maximum undrained shear strength in a triaxial
test.

A is an empirical adjustment factor determined for STATIC loading:

SandA Is a factor to account for CYCLIC loading - taken as 0.9.
pSand Is the ultimate pressure (i.e. at large displacements) calculated using the 

SANDAPI method.
SandK is the subgrade modulus

Note, it  is possible that the SANDAPI method can give a higher residual pressure than that calculated
by  the  REESE  method.  This  results  in  an  unusual  and  unlikely  looking  PY  curve  and  no  modification  is
taken within OPILE to correct this.
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Typical curves for the ABBS method are shown below:
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DUNNAVANT

STATIC Conditions

The Dunnavant PY curve method for STATIC conditions is calculated by:

for y<8y50

Where:
pu
Np

su su is the undrained shear strength at the depth in question

suav is the average undrained shear strength over the depth of the averaging
window. The averaging window ranges between the current depth and the
depth at which a layer with a different lateral method is encountered (starting
from the current depth and going in the direction of the sea bed).

x is the depth
B is the pile diameter

'v is the overburden pressure

y50

50 is the strain at one half the maximum undrained shear strength in a triaxial
test.

KR KR is the relative soil-pile stiffness and is included as a parameter to account

for elastic coupling of the p-y curves.  KR might typically be 0.001.
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CYCLIC Conditions

For CYCLIC conditions there are a number of steps that need to be followed.  The initial shape of
the PY curve follows that for STATIC conditions, at a certain displacement the CYCLIC curve leaves
the STATIC curve and it is necessary to determine the displacement at which this occurs.  The peak
lateral pressure for CYCLIC conditions is given by:

Where:

N is the number of cycles, typically 100 to 200.
The displacement at the peak cyclic pressure is then given by rearranging the STATIC PY curve
equation to give the yPeak Y value at pcm, thus:

The residual of the PY curve is then calculated using:

The residual pressure is mobilised at a displacement of 12y50,with the overall shape of the curve as

shown below:
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The shape of the CYCLIC curve makes a transition towards the STATIC curve as the depth increases.
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NOVELLO99

NOVELLO99 is a PY curve method which is intended for use in uncemented/very weakly cemented
calcareous sediments and is described by Novello (1999).  

The STATIC curve is given by:

Where:
D pile outer diameter [m]

'v0 effective overburden stress [kPa]

qc cone tip resistance [kPa]

plimit limiting plastic stress

The CYCLIC curve is given by:

Where:
U* excess pore pressure coefficient

The excess pore pressure coefficient is calculated according to Dobry (1988):

Where:
N number of cycles
g(c)

 

if c > 0.01%

and 

if c < 0.01%

c cyclic shear strain [-]
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KALLEHAVE

The KALLEHAVE method is presented in Kallehave et. al. (2012) for application on large diameter piles for
offshore wind turbines in sand, where the API recommendations for sand resulted in under-prediction of
soil stiffness.

The KALLEHAVE method is based on the API RP2GEO sand method presented in API RP2GEO (2011), but
uses a modification on the SAND subgrade reaction modulus (k*z):

Where

k subgrade reaction modulus (Sand K) [kPa/m]
z0 Reference depth = 2.5 [m]

D0 Reference diameter = 0.61 [m]

m 0.6
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SORENSEN

The SORENSEN method is based on Sorensen et. al. (2010) and provides p-y curves for monopile
foundations with diameters of 4 to 6 m in sand. 
The method uses a similar approach as KALLEHAVE and is calibrated for dense sand with friction angle
40°.

The SORENSEN method is based on the API RP2GEO sand method presented in API RP2GEO (2011), but
uses a modification on the SAND subgrade reaction modulus (k*z):

Where

d Friction angle [deg]

zref Reference depth = 1.0 [m]

Dref Reference diameter = 1.0 [m]

The parameters a, b, c and d are defined in Table 1 of Sorensen et. al. (2010):
a

[kN/m²]
b
[-]

c
[-]

d
[-]

50000 0.6 0.5 3.6
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CLAYJEANJEAN

The CLAYJEANJEAN method is based on Jeanjean (2009) and provides p-y curves for soft clays
subjected to cyclic loads. 

The CLAYJEANJEAN PY curves were derived from Finite Element Analysis of cyclic loaded conductors
and are defined by the following equation:
 

Where

Gmax Maximum shear modulus [kPa]
defined with parameters A [kPa] and B [-] from soil input table

z0 Depth reference for Gmax [m]

Np0 Lateral soil resistance factor [-]

Npd Lateral depth dependent soil resistance factor [-]

fSu Clay maximum stiffness to strength ratio [-]

Su Undrained shear strength [kPa]

D Pile diameter [m]

 factor [-]

The depth reference z0 for the maximum shear modulus can be overwritten by checking the "z0 for

Gmax" checbox in the Lateral Soil tab:

The factor  is defined as:

                   

with: 
where 

Su0 Shear strength intercept at top of layer [kPa]
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Su1 Rate of increase of shear strength with depth [-]

The rate of increase of shear strength with depth is defined as:

The parameters Np0, Npd, fSu and d are defined in Jeanjean (2009):

Np0
[kN/m²]

Npd
[-]

fSu
[-]

12 4 100
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Custom Lateral Methods

The custom lateral methods "CUST_PY" numbers 1 to 3 which are available under the lateral soil input
allow the generation of custom PY curve shapes.  The custom curves are used in conjunction with the
limiting lateral pressure Plim, the custom response curves are then defined in terms of P/Pmax (lateral
pressure) and Y/Diameter.  When a custom method is selected in the lateral soil input table it highlights
the required input table under the custom response curves tab as shown below. 
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Lateral Load Cases

Lateral  load  cases  can  be  defined  to  analyse  various  pile  design  scenarios.  Load  conditions  (either
forces, moments or displacements and rotations) can be specified at any number of  points  along the
pile for a single load case. For example one situation where multiple applications of pile load might be
necessary is to analyse a pile that is subjected to jackup interaction. OPILE allows for pile stickup which
means that loads can also be applied above the mudline, this might be necessary in situations such as
the design of jetty piles.

Sign Convention
The sign convention for lateral  loading in OPILE is  shown in the figure below. Applied shear forces and
displacements  are  positive  acting  to  the  right  and  moments  and  rotations  are  positive  in  the
anti-clockwise  direction.  For  axial  loads  applied  during  lateral  load  cases  a  compression  load
(downwards) is positive.

Automatic Load Case Generation
OPILE will automatically generate load cases for some common pile scenarios, or the load cases can be
manually entered by users. The parameters  which can be varied (as shown in the figure below) within
the automatic load case generation include:

1. Rotation  -  this  can  be  used  to  control  the  fixity  of  the  pile  at  the  point  where  the  load  or
displacement is to be applied.

2. Grid point is used to control the point at which the load or displacement is applied.

In the automatic  load case generation OPILE always uses displacement  and rotation control  as  these
are  quicker  to  solve  and  there  is  a  high  degree  of  certainty  that  the  full  capacity  of  the  pile  will  be
mobilised within displacements of a certain proportion of the piles diameter.  Automatically generated
load cases can be edited by the user afterwards and automatic generation can be switched off.

Displacements  and  rotations  take  precedence  over  shear  forces  and  moments  that  are  defined.  This
means, for example, that if a shear force and displacement are defined for the same grid point in the
same load case the displacement will override the shear force.
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Type of Load Cases
The types of  load cases analysed will  obviously vary depending on what  the intended purpose of  the
pile  is.  A  displacement  and  rotation  controlled  load  case  will  always  solve  in  fewer  iterations  than  a
shear force and moment controlled load case. Some common analysis scenarios are:
1. Jacket  pile  (or a pile  for  a subsea frame) where the pile  is  often assumed to  be loaded in  a  fixed

headed  manner.  OPILE  will  automatically  generate  load  cases  which  can  determine  the  load
displacement response of a fixed headed pile.

2. Anchor  pile.  An anchor  pile  is  usually  a  free  head pile  (i.e.  not  restrained  in  rotation)  and  may be
loaded at the pile head or some distance below it.

Additionally for each lateral load case an axial load can be specified to account for the p-delta effect,
whereby  an  axial  load  induces  a  bending  moment  within  the  pile  when  some  lateral  displacement
occurs.  The  axial  load  is  uniform  down  the  length  of  the  pile  and  must  be  a  number  greater  than  or
equal to 0kN.
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Axial Capacity

The ultimate axial capacity output is presented in the 'AxCap' tab of OPILE. 
The first table presents the axial capacity details for every pile depth. Both the Plugged and Unplugged
capacity are always presented, independent of the selected axial capacity method. 
The second table presents the calculation details at final penetration. The calculation details at earlier
penetrations are not presented. 

Individual plots of the End Bearing output (not averaged and averaged), Skin Friction and Overburden
are available in subsequent Figure tabs
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TZ & QZ Curves

TZ Curves - API 2000

The TZ  curves  for  all  axial  methods  are  developed in  accordance  with  API  WSD (2000)  and  takes  into
account whether they are for sand or clay. The shape of the  TZ curves for sand and clay are shown in
the  figure  below,  (extracted  from  API  WSD  (2000)).  Most  methods  (e.g.  ICP)  make  similar
recommendations for the treatment of calculated skin frictions in generating TZ and QZ curves. TZ curves
for clays also include the residual effect as shown in the figure below.

Typical axial pile load displacement TZ curves, ref API WSD (2000)

TZ Curves for both compression and tension are presented in the tab "TZ Curves".

TZ Curves - API RP2GEO

The shapes of the TZ curves for sand and clay according to API RP2GEO (2011) are shown in the figure
below.  Most  methods  make  similar  recommendations  for  the  treatment  of  calculated  skin  frictions  in
generating TZ. TZ curves for clays also include the residual effect as shown in the figure below.

Typical axial pile load transfer-displacement TZ curves, ref API RP2GEO (2011)
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The definitions of the TZ curves recommended by API RP2GEO curves are given in the table below. 

Definition of TZ curves, ref API RP2GEO (2011)
z/zpeak t/tmax

Clays Sands
0.16 0.30 0.30
0.31 0.50 0.50
0.57 0.75 0.75
0.8 0.90 0.90
1 1.00 1.00
2 0.70 to 0.90 1.00

0.70 to 0.90 1.00

QZ Curves

The QZ curves for all axial methods take the same shape, whether for sand or clay, again according to
the recommendations of API WSD (2000) and API RP2GEO (2011). The ultimate resistance in the QZ curve
takes account of whether or not the pile is expected to behave in a plugged or unplugged manner at
a particular  penetration.  This  is  carried out using the plugged or unplugged end bearing resistance as
described in the section on axial capacity.

Pile tip load-displacement QZ curve, ref API WSD (2000)
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The plotting of TZ & QZ curves can be controlled by specifying limiting depths on the output tab. A top
depth limit and lower limit can be specified.
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Axial Analysis

The results of axial finite difference analysis are outputted under the "Axial Output" tab, in three formats.
The  Axial  Summary  tab  presents  a  summary  of  all  the  load  cases  performed,  in  particular  key  figures
about the performance of the pile at the grid points where the application of load has been specified.
This  allows  the  user  to  develop  outputs  such  as  a  pile  head  load-displacement  response,  like  the
example shown below:

Example of pile axial load displacement response (from Worked Example 2)

Also, the results  of axial  analysis  for a single load case are output under the "Full  Output -  Single Case"
tab. The full output for any particular load case can be reviewed by selecting the case from the list box.
When a load case is selected from the list box this extracts the relevant information from the table which
contains all output for all load cases. This could be useful if  more information is required about the pile
response and may be particularly useful in considering the torsion-rotation response of the pile.
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The results  of axial  analysis  can also include the effect  of  pile  weight  and this  is  controlled through an
option in the axial load cases. By default pile weight is not included.
Note: Load equilibrium (Axial and Torsional) are relevant to the pile element bottom and displacements
(Axial and Twists) are relevant to the pile element middle. In case a load needs to be applied to the top
of a pile, it is recommended to create a small top element or use OPILE's grid generator.
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Mobilized Axial Capacity

The mobilized axial capacity output is presented in the 'AxMobCap' tab. For each pile length, the found
compression and tension peaks are presented, together with their corresponding displacements. 
It should be noted that when no intermediate compression peak was found (usually for SAND layers),
the Mobilized Capacity Compression corresponds to the ultimate peak compression load and the
Displacement at Mobilized Capacity Compression corresponds to the pile top displacement of the last
peak location iteration (equal to 'Final Displacement * D [-]' * pile diameter).

 

Corresponding displacements for tension and compression peaks
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PY Curves

Unlike for the TZ and QZ curves the shape of the PY curves which are output depend upon the method
which  has  been  selected  for  a  particular  layer.  For  further  information  on  the  shape  of  the  PY  curves
refer to the lateral soil methods  section. The PY curves that are actually plotted can be controlled by
adjusting  the  upper  and  lower  depths  for  plotting  on  the  PY  curves  tab,  as  shown  below.  When  the
depths have been adjusted the plot can be refreshed by pressing the replot button.

The ultimate pressure is also plotted and can be found under the PY curves tab.
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Lateral Analysis

The results of lateral finite element analysis  are output under the "Lateral  Output"  tab, in three formats.
The Lateral Summary tab presents a summary of all  the load cases performed, in particular  key figures
about the performance of the pile at the grid points where the application of load has been specified.
This  allows  the  user  to  develop  outputs  such  as  a  pile  head  load-displacement  response,  like  the
example shown below:

Also, the results of lateral analysis for a single load case are output under the "Full Output - Single Case"
tab. The results under this tab can be changed by selecting case from the list box, which then retrieves
the results for that load case from the table containing all load cases. The plots include the results of all
load cases  where  plotting  was  specified  in  the  lateral  load case  input.  These  could  be  useful  if  more
information is required about the pile response particularly when looking at the bending moments down
the pile.

Example of lateral shear vs stress (from Worked Example 2)

Example of lateral bending moment with depth (from worked example 5)
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SRD Output

The soil resistance to driving output is presented on the 'SRD' tab of OPILE. The precise output depends
upon the main SRD method which has been selected. An example of the SRD output can be seen in
the screen print below. Where applicable the output is valid for all penetrations between mudline and
the specified final penetration. The results include any length effects where they are specified in any
method (e.g. ALM). Where skin friction and end bearing is output in kPa this is only valid for the final
penetration.
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Pile Self Penetration

Pile self penetration is calculated on the basis of the soil resistance to driving and depends upon the pile
and hammer weight. An allowance for hammer weight can be input under the SRD soil table. Pile
weight is controlled by the pile and material properties under the general input tab. The pile self
penetration is determined by finding the penetration at which the soil resistance to driving equals the
pile and other installation associated weights. The option to calculate pile self penetration and the
installation weight allowances are input under the SRD Soil table, as shown below:

Self penetration is represented graphically on the SRD plot and upper and lower bounds of pile self
penetration are calculated by considering the upper and lower bounds of the SRD method that has
been used. An example of the output from the self penetration is seen in the figures below. OPILE will
allow for 3 different values of what has been termed an "installation weight allowance". This is intended
to include all hammer, follower, anvil and other weights associated with pile driving and it will depend
upon the configuration of pile and hammer used.
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ALLCAP

ALLCAP is a module of OPILE that can be used to easily compare the results for the axial capacity using
different calculation methods. All of the methods described in the axial soil input section can be used.
ALLCAP checks whether the stratigraphies defined in the axial soil input have been defined as sand or
clay  and  replaces  the  method  in  a  particular  stratigraphy  by  a  replacement  method  defined  in
ALLCAP. All of the defined axial methods in OPILE start with the letters "SAND" or "CLAY" and it  is on this
basis that the method is replaced with the SAND or CLAY replacement method defined in ALLCAP. It is
unlikely that different sand or clay methods would be used to define different stratigraphies of the same
pile  and  use  of  the  methods  in  this  way  may  be  inconsistent  with  the  way  in  which  they  were
developed. ALLCAP allows  up to  6  comparisons  of  pile  capacity.  For  more information  on this  type of
analyses see Morgan & Finnie (2006).

ALLCAP  is  used  by  selecting  a  series  of  replacement  methods  (see  figure  below)  to  define  a
replacement combination, which are then used to temporarily "replace" the main method as selected
in the axial soil input. For each replacement method the pile skin friction, cumulative skin friction, end
bearing and capacity  for  all  penetrations  are  recalculated.  If  the  soil  stratigraphy  layer  includes  sand
and clay type soils then the user can choose to replace the SAND method, the CLAY method or both for
each ALLCAP run. 

All "Other Axial Parameters" are taken into account  during calculation. This  means that  certain  factors
such  as  Sand  or  Clay  Friction  Multipliers  or  End  Bearing  Smoothing  Parameters  will  be  applied  to  all
replacement combinations. 

The table with target penetrations (see figure below) contains the pile penetrations (max. 6) for which
the  axial  capacity  calculations  need  to  be  performed.  ALLCAP  will  automatically  sort  the  pile
penetrations from deepest to shallowest before performing any calculation.

The results from ALLCAP have no effect on pile structural modelling, although they can be included in
the reports produced into Microsoft Word or Excel.

Example of ALLCAP input screen and results (from Worked Example 4 - Axial Clay Methods - Pentre)
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Introduction

PROWEAP
PROWEAP is a module that allows the back-analysis of driving data, making use of the GRLWEAP
calculated bearing graph of the selected hammer. 
The bearing graph and the driving data are individually imported first, then the back-analysis is
performed by comparing the measured energy and the measured set during driving with the bearing
graphs to estimate the resulting SRD. 

Important note:
The accuracy of the back-analysis is related to the accuracy of the blowcount versus SRD curves of the
bearing graph for the relevant blow count and energies recorded in the driving data.

List of PROWEAP used abreviations in OPILE:
Set : the penetration generated by one hammer blow as measured at pile top at end of blow,
expressed in m/bl
Rut : notation used by GRLWEAP for SRD, the resistance opposed to the pile by the soil during driving
excluding the damping (or dynamic) effects.
EMX : the energy transmitted to the pile top as measured by the sensors
Entrhu : the calculated maximum transferred energy at the pile top

GRLWEAP
GRLWEAP is a one-dimensional Wave Equation Analysis program that simulates the pile response to pile
driving equipment. GRLWEAP predicts driving stresses, hammer performance and the relation between
pile bearing capacity and net set per blow. The last relationship being the blowcount versus SRD, if
plotted for a series of incremental hammer energies, is the bearing graph. The produced bearing graph
is dependent on hammer type, hammer efficiency (hammer energy), soil resistance and pile.
More information about GRLWEAP can be found on their website:
http://www.pile.com/pdi/products/grlweap.

The bearing graph is assembled by importing the GRLWEAP .GWO files, where the last table includes the
blowcount versus SRD information. After importing, a bearing graph per pile section is produced and
presented in the tab "Imported GRLWEAP Results". Note that the minimum of a pile section where the
bearing graph is applicable is not necessary the maximum of the previous section.
An example of a bearing graph for a particular soil profile and driving hammer is provided below
(extract of Worked out Example 12).
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Driving data
The required driving data must contain the pile penetration, the total number of blows and the
measured energy transmitted to the pile top (EMX). 
The PROWEAP module was originally written to handle the typical PDA driving data export file, where
each line corresponds to 1 blow. However, the blow count is taken over penetration increments of
length IP (IP is generally 0.25 m). Depth increments are calculated from the pile penetration
measurements. The average of the energy of all the blows in that increment is then calculated and will
be representative for that depth increment. 
The imported driving data becomes one line per penetration increment in the tab "Imported Driving
Records".

Back analysis interpolation
For each increment, the following 2 interpolations are performed:
1. From the calculated blow count per increment, derived from the driving files, the corresponding SRD

values are extracted from each Blow Count vs. SRD curve from the bearing graph of the
corresponding pile section (by linear interpolation).

2. From the calculated average EMX per increment, derived from the driving files, the corresponding
SRD value is linearly interpolated from the SRD values of the Blow Count vs. SRD curves, with respect
to the curves ENTRHU energy. 

The back analyzed SRD is plotted versus depth in the tab "Imported Driving Records". When no
enveloping Blow Count number or ENTHRU energy number was found to interpolate with, no data is
plotted.
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WEAP Import

To import GRLWEAP results

Browse to the folder which contains the GRLWEAP output files.

In the main GRLWEAP data grid input  the pile  section limits  and also select  the relevant  WEAP files  for
each pile section (see below). Up to 10 files can be selected for each of 10 pile sections. It is necessary
to  specify  top  and  bottom  depths  for  each  pile  section,  these  are  used  later  to  look  up  the  relevant
GRLWEAP data when analyzing driving records data.

After clicking on "Import Results", PROWEAP will open and read the selected GRLWEAP files and extract
the Blow Count vs. SRD data (usually last table in the .gwo file) according to the lookup parameters set
as standard in the GRLWEAP Data Lookup Parameters:
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Note:  the  WEAP  line  identifier  (e.g.  "ENTHRU").   This  is  used  to  identify  the  lines  in  the  WEAP  file  which
precede the final output table, as shown in the figure below.  This must be a keyword/words which can
be used to identify this line, for example the whole of this line could be used.

Some parameters are also imported from GRLWEAP, including damping coefficients etc.
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Driving Records Import

To import the driving record

Browse to the folder which contains the driving record.
Select the file to import. The file delimiter is a reference for the .txt or .csv structured documents and can
be ignored for excel files.

After selection of the driving record data, the file is read and presented in the two windows below.
Clicking on the Header Row in the left window will populate the combo boxes below with the list of
column headers available in the driving records data. For each of these select the relevant column
header that corresponds to blow number, elevation, max compressive stress, etc etc.

Once the  column headers for the driving record data have been selected, press "Import Records". The
default refusal criteria of 1000 Blows per meter can be overwritten by the user. This Refusal criteria also
defines the Blows per meter limit for plotting.
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Reporter

The results of OPILE analyses can be exported in a number of ways, including:
 A customisable report to Microsoft Word.
 A customisable report to Microsoft Excel.
 Direct copying and pasting of information to other programs.
 Production of a pile model for input to structural analyses.

The advantage of producing a report into Word or Excel is that these reports do not require specialised
knowledge of OPILE in order to be able to interpret the results. Therefore, they are ideal for providing
results to colleagues. The following sections explain how the reporting processes work.
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Word Report

The Word reporter creates a file in Microsoft Word which summarises the OPILE analyses that have been
carried out.  This  type of report  production enables  easy development of  input  for  reports  or  it  can be
used  to  pass  results  on  to  colleagues.   It  is  controlled  by  a  series  of  options,  however  generally  the
default report file should prove adequate. It reports the input parameters, including pile properties, axial
and  lateral  soil  inputs,  axial  capacity,  pile  response  curves  and  the  output  of  load-displacement
analyses.  Word  Reporter  produces  a  format  would  not  require  special  knowledge  of  the  software  in
order  to  determine  how  the  pile  analyses  had  been  carried  out  and  it  is  considerably  easier  to  read
than the text file formats often produced by similar software.

The Word report which is  output will  be placed into the same directory as the current OPILE file that is
open. The report may require some editing for aesthetic reasons before it is used elsewhere. The report is
based  upon  the  report  template  (OPILE  Output  Template.dot)  which  is  contained  within  the  OPILE
program  directory.   This  report  template  can  be  customised  by  users  and  this  customisation  might
include things such as the company logo.

The actual output of the Word report is primarily controlled in two separate places. The first is the Word
tab in the reporter dialogue box, where override values to the title, template and folder where the file is
written can be entered.  There is also the option to control the way that text boxes, combo boxes and
check boxes are output. In OPILE many text boxes and combo boxes turn yellow if  input is  required or
used.  The  two  options  (see  picture  above)  are  to  output  the  contents  of  these  controls  regardless  of
whether  they  are  used  in  the  current  analysis,  or  to  only  output  the  contents  of  the  controls  that  are
actually used in the analyses.

The other place which controls the output of the report are the check boxes which are selected under
the Analysis Options  section in  the main OPILE window. Where one of these check boxes is  checked
the relevant output will be included in the Word report.

Note: Previous versions of OPILE required Microsoft Word 2003 to create the reports. Changes have now
been  made and OPILE  has  no  dependency  on  Microsoft  Word  and  it  does  not  need  to  be  installed,
apart from to view the reports that are created.
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Excel Report

The  Excel  reporter  exports  the  results  of  OPILE  analyses  into  a  Microsoft  Excel  file.  The  Excel  file  is
generated from a customisable template file (Report Excel Template.xls) which is  contained within the
OPILE  program  directory.  This  template  can  be  customised  to  produce  OPILE  results  formatted  for
inclusion into reports.  It is still possible to use the Excel exporter even if Excel is not installed, and the files
it produces should be readable by any version from Excel 2003 onwards.

The actual output of the Excel report is primarily controlled in two separate places. The first is the Excel
tab in the reporter dialogue box, where override values to the title, template and folder where the file is
written can be entered.  There is also the option to control the way that text boxes, combo boxes and
check boxes are output. In OPILE many text boxes and combo boxes turn yellow if  input is  required or
used.  The  two  options  (see  picture  above)  are  to  output  the  contents  of  these  controls  regardless  of
whether  they  are  used  in  the  current  analysis,  or  to  only  output  the  contents  of  the  controls  that  are
actually used in the analyses.

The other place which controls the output of the report are the check boxes which are selected under
the Analysis Options  section in  the main OPILE window. Where one of these check boxes is  checked
the relevant output will be included in the Excel report.

In  generating  the Excel  report  OPILE  makes  extensive  use  of  "Named Ranges"  within  Excel  and  it  is  to
these that information will be written. The use of named ranges, rather than cell references, means that
users can layout the Excel report as they wish it to appear. If OPILE does not find the named range when
it  attempts to write something to Excel  then that data will  not be written,  neither  should this  cause an
error. The worksheet names in Excel can also be changed.  If the named range in Excel is too small for
the  information  to  be  pasted  from  OPILE  then  some  data  will  be  missing.  The  named  ranges  can  be
moved around within Excel (by dragging or cutting and pasting) to customise the report.

By default OPILE will use its own default Excel template stored in the program directory, however, OPILE
will also allow the selection of a particular report template to use.  For example, an Excel report may be
customised for a particular project and it may be required to base all  project reports on that modified
template. Additionally the report can be customised by the inclusion of plots of the data as required.
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The Excel report will be written to the same folder as the current OPILE file, however, it is also possible to
specify an alternative directory.

In order to write the information the parameter and the named range is given below:
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OPILE Parameter Name OPILE
Tab

Type
of

Outp
ut

Numb
er of
Rows

Numb
er of

Colum
ns

Named Range in
Excel Template

Date General Text 1 1 Date

Project Title General Text 1 1 Project

Client General Text 1 1 Client

Engineer General Text 1 1 Engineer

Location General Text 1 1 Location

Project No General Text 1 1 Project_No

Notes General Text 1 1 Notes

Pile Penetration General Text 1 1 Penetration

Pile Length General Text 1 1 Full_Length

Use a different length to the penetration General Boolea
n

1 1 UseDiffLengthToPenetrat
ion

General Scour General Text 1 1 GeneralScour

Local Scour General Text 1 1 LocalScour

Overburden Reduction Depth General Text 1 1 OverburdenReductionDe
pt

Pile Property Data General Grid 10 11 Prop_Data

Annular Area Override General Text 1 1 AnnularAreaOverride

Total Pile Weight General Text 1 1 TotPileW

Material Property Data General Grid 10 5 Mat_Data

TZ, QZ Curves and Axial Capacity General Boolea
n

1 1 AnAxCurves

Auto Generate Axial Load Cases General Boolea
n

1 1 AutoAxLoad

Axial Load Displacement Response General Boolea
n

1 1 AxLDResp

PY Curves General Boolea
n

1 1 AnLatCurves

Auto Generate Lateral Load Cases General Boolea
n

1 1 AutoLatLoad

Lateral Load Displacement Response General Boolea
n

1 1 LatLDResp

Soil Resistance to Driving General Boolea
n

1 1 AnSRD

Conductor Mode General Boolea
n

1 1 ConductorMode

Retain Old Results General Boolea
n

1 1 RetainOldResults

Iteration Limit General Text 1 1 IterationLimit

Uncouple TZ/QZ and PY Generation from Load Displacement
Response

General Boolea
n

1 1 UncoupleLDResp

Analysis Notes General Text 1 1 AnalysisNotes

Include Border on Charts General Boolea
n

1 1 InclBorder

Include Location Box on Charts General Boolea
n

1 1 InclLocation

Include Project Number Box on Charts General Boolea
n

1 1 InclProjectNo

Include Project Name Box on Charts General Boolea
n

1 1 InclProject

Include Client Name Box on Charts General Boolea
n

1 1 InclClient

Reshape Chart for Copying General Boolea
n

1 1 ChartReshape

Axial Capaity Units General Text 1 1 UnitAxCap

End Bearing Units General Text 1 1 UnitEndBearing

Axial Soil Input Data Axial Soil Grid 100 24 AxialSoil

K Sand Compression Axial Soil Text 1 1 K_Comp

K Sand Tension Axial Soil Text 1 1 K_Tens

Sand Friction Multiplier Axial Soil Text 1 1 SandFrictionMultiplier

Clay Friction Multiplier Axial Soil Text 1 1 ClayFrictionMultiplier

ICP Base Condition Axial Soil Text 1 1 ICPBaseCondition

TZ Method Axial Soil Text 1 1 TZMethod

CPT Diameter Axial Soil Text 1 1 CPTDiam

Pile roughness Axial Soil Text 1 1 Pile_Roughness

TMod Axial Soil Text 1 1 TMod

ZMod (TZ Curve) Axial Soil Text 1 1 ZMod

Optional End Bearing Limit Axial Soil Boolea
n

1 1 OptEndLimit

Optional Skin Friction Limit Axial Soil Boolea
n

1 1 OptSkinLimit

zpeak/D Axial Soil Text 1 1 ZpeakOverD

Clay Alpha Axial Soil Text 1 1 ClayALPHA

QMod Axial Soil Text 1 1 QMod

ZMod (QZ Curves) Axial Soil Text 1 1 ZqMod

Clay Exp 1 Axial Soil Text 1 1 ClayExp1

Clay Exp 2 Axial Soil Text 1 1 ClayExp2

IP Lower Limit Axial Soil Text 1 1 IPLowerLimit

IP Upper Limit Axial Soil Text 1 1 IPUpperLimit

IP Divisor Axial Soil Text 1 1 IPDivisor

IP Subtractor Axial Soil Text 1 1 IPSubtractor

n for PSI>1.0 Axial Soil Text 1 1 nForPSI

Smooth Plugged End Bearing Axial Soil Boolea
n

1 1 CorrectEndBearing

Plugged End Bearing Correction - Above Distance Axial Soil Text 1 1 EndBearingAboveDistan
ce

Plugged End Bearing Correction - Below Distance Axial Soil Text 1 1 EndBearingBelowDistanc
e

Plugged End Bearing Correction - Increment Axial Soil Text 1 1 EndBearingIncrement

Smooth Unplugged End Bearing Axial Soil Boolea
n

1 1 CorrectEndBearing_U

Unplugged End Bearing Correction - Above Distance Axial Soil Text 1 1 EndBearingAboveDistan
ce_U

Unplugged End Bearing Correction - Below Distance Axial Soil Text 1 1 EndBearingBelowDistanc
e_U

Unplugged End Bearing Correction - Increment Axial Soil Text 1 1 EndBearingIncrement_U

Lateral Soil Input Data Lateral
Soil

Grid 100 27 LateralSoil

Cyclic or Static Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 CyclicOrStatic

P Modifier Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 PMod

Y Modifier Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 YMod

Stiff CLAYAPI Factor Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 StiffCLAYFactor

Stiff CLAYAPI Limit Strength Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 StiffCLAYStrength

Rock Mass Shear Strength as Fraction of UCS Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 RockMassStrengthAsPer
cent

Fragio Transition Depth Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 FragioTransitionDepth

x0 for Wesselink and Dunnavant Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 x0

Dunnavant Cycles Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 DunnavantCycles

Rock Reese97 Krm Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 RockReeseKrm

Rock Reese97 Top Depth of Rock Layer Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 RockReeseTopOfRock

Novello Cycles Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 NovelloCycles

Allow Y Shifts Lateral
Soil

Boolea
n

1 1 AllowYShifts

Manually define Xr Lateral
Soil

Boolea
n

1 1 Manually_Define_Xr

Manually defined Xr value Lateral
Soil

Text 1 1 Manual_Xr

Modify Y for large diameter piles Lateral
Soil

Boolea
n

1 1 Modify_Y_LargeDiamete
rPile

SRD Soil Input Data SRD Soil Gird 100 25 SRDSoil

Main SRD Method SRD Soil Text 1 1 SRD_MAIN

K Sand Compression SRD Soil Text 1 1 K_STEVENS

Nu - Rock SRD Soil Text 1 1 STEVENS_NU

Upper Bound Residual Lambda - Clay SRD Soil Text 1 1 UB_LAMBDA_RES

Lower Bound Residual Lambda - Clay SRD Soil Text 1 1 LB_LAMBDA_RES

Upper Bound Lambda Maximum - Clay SRD Soil Text 1 1 UB_LAMBDA_MAX

Lower Bound Lambda Maximum - Clay SRD Soil Text 1 1 LB_LAMBDA_MAX

Upper Bound Residual Lambda - Sand, Rock SRD Soil Text 1 1 UB_LAMBDA_RES_SAND

Lower Bound Residual Lambda - Sand, Rock SRD Soil Text 1 1 LB_LAMBDA_RES_SAND

Upper Bound Lambda Maximum - Sand, Rock SRD Soil Text 1 1 UB_LAMBDA_MAX_SAN
D

Lower Bound Lambda Maximum - Sand, Rock SRD Soil Text 1 1 LB_LAMBDA_MAX_SAN
D

Colliat Non Degradation Length SRD Soil Text 1 1 COLLIAT_DEGR

ALM Upper Bound Factor SRD Soil Text 1 1 ALM_UBFACTOR

ALM Factor on Sand Friction SRD Soil Text 1 1 ALMFactorSandFriction

ALM Factor on Clay Friction SRD Soil Text 1 1 ALMFactorClayFriction

Include Effect of Installation Weight SRD Soil Boolea
n

1 1 InclInstalWeight

Weight 1 SRD Soil Text 1 1 HAMMER_WEIGHT1

Weight 2 SRD Soil Text 1 1 HAMMER_WEIGHT2

Weight 3 SRD Soil Text 1 1 HAMMER_WEIGHT3

Plugged Skin Factor - Sand (UB) SRD Soil Text 1 1 STEVENS_NC_SKINF

Plugged Nc - Clay (UB) SRD Soil Text 1 1 STEVENS_NC

Plugged End Factor - Sand (UB) SRD Soil Text 1 1 STEVENS_UB_END

Unplugged UB Skin Factor SRD Soil Text 1 1 STEVENS_CORUBSAND

Unplugged LB Skin Factor SRD Soil Text 1 1 STEVENS_CORDLBSAND

SRD Custom Input SRD Soil Grid 5 5 SRDCustom

Auto Generate Pile Grid Custom
Input

Boolea
n

1 1 AutoGenPileGrid

Default Grid Increment Custom
Input

Text 1 1 DefaultGridIncr

Custom Lateral Grid Custom
Input

Grid 200 7 LatGrid

Custom Axial Grid Custom
input

Grid 200 5 AxGrid

Custom SRD Grid Custom
Input

Grid 200 5 SRDGrid

T/Tmax and Z/D Values for TZ Calculation in Clay (API 2000) Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 ValTZClay

T/Tmax and Z/D Values for TZ Calculation in Sand (API 2000) Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 ValTZSand

T/Tmax and Z/Zpeak Values for TZ Calculation in Clay (API
RP2GEO)

Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 ValTZClay_RP2GEO

T/Tmax and Z/Zpeak Values for TZ Calculation in Sand (API
RP2GEO)

Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 ValTZSand_RP2GEO

Q/Qmax and Z/D Values for QZ Calculation in Clay and Sand
(API 2000 and API RP2GEO)

Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 ValQZ

Z/D Values for Axial Load Generation Custom
Input

Grid 8 1 ValAxOther

P/Pmax and Y/Yc Values for Static PY Calculation in Clay Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 ValPY

P/Pmax and Y/Yc Values for Cyclic PY Calculation in Clay Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 ValPY_C

P/Pmax and Y/Yc Values for Cyclic PY Calculation in Clay
(Reduced Capacity Zone)

Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 ValPY_C_RedCap

Y/D Values for PY Calculation and Lateral Load Generation Custom
Input

Grid 8 1 ValLatOther

Custom TZ Curve 1 Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 TZCurve1

Custom TZ Curve 2 Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 TZCurve2

Custom TZ Curve 2 Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 TZCurve3

Custom QZ Curve 1 Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 QZCurve1

Custom QZ Curve 2 Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 QZCurve2

Custom QZ Curve 3 Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 QZCurve3

Custom PY Curve 1 Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 PYCurve1

Custom PY Curve 2 Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 PYCurve2

Custom PY Curve 3 Custom
Input

Grid 8 2 PYCurve3

Locate Axial response Peaks Load
Cases

Boolea
n

1 1 LocateAxRespPeaks

Include Pile Weight in Axial Analysis Load
Cases

Boolea
n

1 1 InclPileWeightinAxAn

Type of Load Cases Load
Cases

Text 1 1 LCType

Initial Displacement Load
Cases

Text 1 1 InitDisp

Displacement Interval for Peaks Load
Cases

Text 1 1 DispIntervalPeaks

Iterations to Find Peaks Load
Cases

Text 1 1 ItPeaks

Distinct Compression Peak Found Before 0.05D Displacement Load
Cases

Text 1 1 CompPeak

Peak Tension Load Load
Cases

Text 1 1 PeakTens

Axial Load Cases Input Load
Cases

Grid 200 7 AxialLoad

Rotation Load
Cases

Text 1 1 Rotation

Grid Point Load
Cases

Text 1 1 GridPoint

Axial Load for Lateral Analysis Load
Cases

Text 1 1 AxLoadForLatAn

Lateral Load Cases Input Load
Cases

Grid 200 6 LatLoad

TZ Curves - Combined TZ Curves Grid 400 13 TZCurves

TZ Mid Element Depth TZ Curves Grid 200 1 TZDepth

T Points TZ Curves Grid 200 8 TZCurvesT

Z Points  (TZ) TZ Curves Grid 200 8 TZCurvesZ

Top Depth Limit TZ Curves TZ Curves Text 1 1 TZTopDepth

Lower Depth Limit TZ Curves TZ Curves Text 1 1 TZLowerDepth

QZ Curves - Combined QZ Curves Grid 400 13 QZCurves

QZ Mid Element Depth QZ Curves Grid 200 1 QZDepth

Q Points QZ Curves Grid 200 8 QZCurvesQ

Z Points  (QZ) QZ Curves Grid 200 8 QZCurvesZ

Top Depth Limit QZ Curves QZ Curves Text 1 1 QZTopDepth

Lower Depth Limit QZ Curves QZ Curves Text 1 1 QZLowerDepth

PY Curves - Combined - Cyclic PY Curves Grid 400 12 PYCurvesCYCLIC

PY Curves - Combined - Static PY Curves Grid 400 12 PYCurvesSTATIC

PY Mid Element Depth - Cyclic PY Curves Grid 200 2 PYCyclicDepth

P Points - Cyclic PY Curves Grid 200 9 PYCyclicP

Y Points - Cyclic PY Curves Grid 200 9 PYCyclicY

PY Mid Element Depth - Static PY Curves Grid 200 2 PYStaticDepth

P Points - Static PY Curves Grid 200 9 PYStaticP

Y Points - Static PY Curves Grid 200 9 PYStaticY

Top Depth Limit PY Curves PY Curves Text 1 1 PYTopDepth

Lower Depth Limit PY Curves PY Curves Text 1 1 PYLowerDepth

Plot Static or Cyclic PY Curves PY Curves Text 1 1 PYPlotCyclicStatic

AxCap (All Penetrations) AxCap Grid 200 8 AxCap

AxCap Details (Final Penetration) AxCap Grid 200 9 Axcap_Single

End Bearing AxCap Grid 600 5 Axcap_End

Skin Friction AxCap Grid 600 4 Axcap_Skin

Overburden AxCap Grid 200 4 Axcap_Overburden

SRD Output SRD Grid 200 13 SRDOutput

SRD Summary SRD Grid 6 9 SRDSummary

SRD Summary Depth SRD Text 1 1 SRDSymmaryDepth

Full Axial Output - Selected Load Case Axial
Output

Text 1 1 AxSelectedLC

Full Axial Output - Single Case Axial
Output

Grid 200 9 AxialFullOutput

Axial Selected Grip Point Axial
Output

Text 1 1 AxSelectedGridPoint

Axial Summary Axial
Output

Grid 200 10 AxialSummaryOutput

Full Axial Output - All Load Cases Axial
Output

Grid 10000 10 Axial_ALL_Cases

Full Lateral Output - Selected Load Case Lateral
Output

Text 1 1 LatSelectedLC

Full Lateral Output - Single Case Lateral
Output

Grid 200 8 LatFullOutput

Lateral Selected Grip Point Lateral
Output

Grid 1 1 LatSelectedGridPoint

Lateral Summary Lateral
Output

Grid 200 10 LatSummaryOutput

Full Lateral Output - All Load Cases Lateral
Output

Grid 10000 9 Lat_ALL_Cases

Sand Replacement Methods ALLCAP Grid 1 6 ALLCAP_Comparison_Sa
nd

Clay Replacement Methods ALLCAP Grid 1 6 ALLCAP_Comparison_Cl
ay

Target penetrations ALLCAP Grid 6 1 ALLCAP_TargetPenetrati
on

Summary of ALLCAP - Target Penetration 1 ALLCAP Grid 7 6 ALLCAP_Summary_1

Summary of ALLCAP - Target Penetration 2 ALLCAP Grid 7 6 ALLCAP_Summary_2

Summary of ALLCAP - Target Penetration 3 ALLCAP Grid 7 6 ALLCAP_Summary_3

Summary of ALLCAP - Target Penetration 4 ALLCAP Grid 7 6 ALLCAP_Summary_4

Summary of ALLCAP - Target Penetration 5 ALLCAP Grid 7 6 ALLCAP_Summary_5

Summary of ALLCAP - Target Penetration 6 ALLCAP Grid 7 6 ALLCAP_Summary_6

Skin Friction (Single) - Replacement 1 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Friction_
1

Skin Friction (Single) - Replacement 2 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Friction_
2

Skin Friction (Single) - Replacement 3 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Friction_
3

Skin Friction (Single) - Replacement 4 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Friction_
4

Skin Friction (Single) - Replacement 5 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Friction_
5

Skin Friction (Single) - Replacement 6 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Friction_
6

Cumulative Friction Capacity (Single) - Replacement 1 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Cap_1

Cumulative Friction Capacity (Single) - Replacement 2 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Cap_2

Cumulative Friction Capacity (Single) - Replacement 3 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Cap_3

Cumulative Friction Capacity (Single) - Replacement 4 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Cap_4

Cumulative Friction Capacity (Single) - Replacement 5 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Cap_5

Cumulative Friction Capacity (Single) - Replacement 6 ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_Single_Cap_6

Total Capacity (All penetrations) ALLCAP Grid 200 7 ALLCAP_All_Caps

Source Folder for WEAP Files PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_FOLDER

WEAP Output File Extension PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_FILE_TYPE

Weap Line Identifier PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_LINEID

Number of Lines To Jump Forward PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_NOLINEJUMPS

WEAP File Import PROWEAP Grid 12 10 WEAP_FILE_IMP

Pile Length PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_PILE_LENGTH

Pile Penetration PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_PILE_PENETRATI
ON

Steel Area PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_STEEL_AREA

Hammer PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_HAMMER

Shaft Quake PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_SHAFT_QUAKE

Tip Quake PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_TIP_QUAKE

Shaft Damping PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_SHAFT_DAMPING

Tip Damping PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_TIP_DAMPING

Percent Shaft Resistance PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_SHAFT_RESISTA
NCE

Source Folder for Driving Records PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_RECORDS_FILE

Driving File Selected for Import PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_DRIVING_FILES

File Delimiter PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_DELIMITER

Row Containing Column Headers PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_ROW_COL_HEAD
ERS

Row Where Import Begins PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_ROW_IMPORT_S
TART

Blow Number PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_COL_BN

Length of Pile in Soil PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_COL_EL

Energy Column (EMX) Averaged PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_COL_EMX

Refusal Criteria PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_PLOTTING_REFU
SAL_CRIT

CSX (Max in Increment) PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_COL_CSX

TSX (Max in Increment) PROWEAP Text 1 1 WEAP_COL_TSX

Delete Existing Driving Records PROWEAP Boolea
n

1 1 WEAP_DEL_EX_REC

Imported WEAP Results PROWEAP Grid 2000 13 WEAP_IMP

Imported Driving Records PROWEAP Grid 2000 18 WEAP_RECORD

Axial Chart Warning - Text 1 1 AXIAL_WARNING
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Structural Model

The structural modelling module in OPILE that can be used to output pile models (i.e. pile parameters, TZ,
QZ and PY curves) for input to various structural analyses packages. There are various options that can
be  used  with  this,  such  as  the  option  to  include  load  cases  if  the  structural  analysis  package  allows
analysis of a single pile.  This means that results of OPILE can be readily compared.

The module outputs the pile model into a text file and the pile response curves are output into the exact
format  and units  which  a particular  package requires.  This  saves  the,  usually  quite  tedious,  process  of
converting  the  curves  and  then  either  manipulating  through  software  such  as  Excel  or  even  retyping
them in by hand!

Model Choices

Currently the only software which is seamlessly supported is Sacs, although in the interests of developing
our  software  we  would  be  happy  to  discuss  the  output  of  pile  models  to  other  publicy  available
structural analysis software. USFOS is also supported, although this has been tested less and should only
be used with some caution.

File Description

File  description  is  a  text  box  that  allows  entry  of  some  descriptive  text  specifically  for  the  pile  model
generation.  Normally  the  other  information  which  is  entered  about  an  OPILE  analysis  is  included  as
comments within the pile model file.

Include Load Cases

There  is  an  option  to  include  load cases,  where  applicable,  if  the  structural  analyses  package  allows
analysis  of  a single  pile.  If  load cases  are  included they are  extracted from the lateral  and axial  load
case  tables.  Note  that  currently  only  loads  applied  at  the  pile  head  should  be  included,  as  not  all
analysis packages accept loads applied elsewhere on the pile. In addition torsional load cases are not
included.

Mininum Depth for QZ Curves

The minimum depth for QZ curves is included as an option to help prevent execessively long structural
model  files  being  generated.  For  instance  it  might  be  desirable  to  define  the  minimum  depth  for  QZ
curves to be 10m above the pile tip, that way only QZ curves for the last 10m of the pile penetration will
be generated.

Soil Model Number

The soil model number is included if it is possible that more than one pile model (each with different soil
stratigraphies) will  be defined for the same jacket analyses. Using a different soil  model number should
allow the structural software to differentiate between the models.

General Recommendations

It  is  always  recommended  that  some  comparison  is  made  between  the  output  from  the  structural
analysis software and the results of OPILE to ensure that the conversion has been made correctly. There
may be  some small  differences  due to  the  calculation  methods  implemented  in  the  various  software
packages that are available.
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Batch Control

Batch Control allows the continuous processing or/and reporting of a list of OPILE files.
The start a batch run, the Path & Name of the batch run template needs to be provided.

The standard batch run procedure consists of: 
1. opening a OPILE file listed in the batch run template, 
2. runs "Analyse", and "Compare Capacities" (*), 
3. saves and closes the OPILE file (i)
This procedure is repeated as long as all listed files are processed

(*) only when a target penetration and a replacement combination are provided in the ALLCAP tab.

Alternatives
Within the Batch Control, the user can include the generation of Word or Excel reports for each file

Requirements for Batch Run Template
The standard OPILE Batch Run Template (OPILE Batch Run Template.xlsx) is contained within the OPILE
program directory.
As minimum, the template needs to contain the following Name Variables:
Input_Path : OPILE looks in this cell for the path of the listed OPILE files 
Output_Path : OPILE looks in this cell for the path where to save the OPILE files (when it is the same as the
input path, the OPILE files will be overwritten)
Title_List : OPILE looks below this cell for the list of OPILE file names
RunNo : OPILE looks in this cell for the number of OPILE files the Batch run should contain.

Optional named variables are:
Include_List : OPILE will look below this cell, with the same amount of rows below the Title_List cell, and
include or not the file in the batch run (this will not change the number in RunNo)
Date_List : OPILE will write below this cell, with the same amount of rows below the Title_List cell, the date
of the most recent Run
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By including the necessary named variables into the same Sheet, any Excel file can be used as source
of a Batch Run file, as long as the Sheet with the named variables is the 'active sheet' when opening the
file.
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Licensing

OPILE is licensed through the possession of a valid dongle (sometimes known as a hardware key). When
OPILE  is  run  it  will  require  regular  access  to  the  dongle,  either  by  it  being  plugged  directly  into  the
machine or via a network. When being used in the unrestricted mode OPILE periodically accesses the
dongle to make sure it is still present. If the dongle is removed or becomes inaccessible for some reason
then the operation of OPILE reverts to the Demo version.

For further information on the license agreement and restrictions on the use of OPILE you should see the
license agreement within the OPILE program directory. If you are in any doubt about the validity of your
license or its use then you should contact your supplier using the details given in support. 

Further  information  on  the  types  of  dongle,  installation,  updating  and  errors  is  given  in  the  following
sections.
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Dongle Types

There are different types of dongles:

blue  red  bronze

 green

You can find your dongle type based on the color.
 Blue: Dinkey 2 standalone dongle or Dinkey 2 NET network dongle
 Red: Dinkey 2 NET network dongle
 Bronze: Dinkey PRO standalone dongle
 Green: Dinkey PRO NET network dongle

The bronze and green Dinkey PRO dongles are a newer type of dongle driverless dongles. These were
introduced in OPILE starting in V1.5.
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Dinkey 2 (Blue/Red)
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Dinkey 2 - Standalone Dongles

The  standalone  dongle  should  work  by  simply  plugging  it  into  a  USB  port  and  if  necessary  restarting
OPILE.  When OPILE  is  installed  onto  a  machine  it  automatically  runs  the  executable  file  "setupdongle"
which  installs  the  appropriate  software  for  your  computer  to  recognise  the  dongle.   The  dongle  will
usually have an expiry date set on it, depending upon the type of license and this can be updated at
any time by following the instructions in dongle updating the dongle updating section.

If, for some reason, a computer does not recognise the dongle then the dongle drivers can be found in
the  program  directory  and  the  dongle  can  be  installed  by  the  normal  procedures.  The  program
directory would usually be something like "c:\windows\program files\cathie associates\OPILE".

It  is  important  when  using  dongles  that  you  do  not  make  unnecessary  adjustments  to  the  time  on  a
computer where it is installed. Each time the dongle is accessed it records the time and will  not permit
access if the current time is set to be before the time it was last accessed.

Note,  if  a  single  user  dongle  is  plugged  into  a  machine  that  has  been  configured  to  use  a  network
dongle, the single user dongle will always take priority over the network dongle.
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Dinkey 2 - Network Dongles

Network Dongle
The  network  dongle  is  a  little  more  complicated  than  the  standalone  dongle  -  but  our  supplier
confidently states they have not yet found a network on which their  dongles do not  work!   Setting up
the network dongle involves two main steps:
1. Setting up a dongle server, to which other computers on the network can access.  It does not need

to be an actual Server, it can be any computer which is connected to the network and can also be
a computer from which OPILE is to be used.

2. Setting up individual user computers to access the dongle server.

The  dongle  server  needs  access  to  a  path  that  can  be  accessed  from  all  the  workstations  that  you
would like your OPILE to run from. We refer to this path as the DinkeyNet path. The DinkeyNet path can
be on any machine on the network, including the dongle server. DinkeyNet will  create a sub-directory
off  this  path.  The  workstations  will  need  full  access  rights  (including  read/write/create/delete)  to  the
path, the system is shown schematically in the diagram below.  OPILE can also be installed and used on
the dongle server, although the procedure for setting up the network dongle on a workstation will  also
need to be followed.

Notes: 
 You will  need to install  the appropriate drivers  (using Setupdrv,  or  using the driver  files  that  can be

found in the OPILE program directory on a machine where it  is  installed) to the dongle server only.
You do not need to install the drivers to the workstations.

 When setting up the network dongle on workstations no other OPILE dongle should be plugged into
that  machine,  otherwise  unexpected  results  may  occur  (i.e.  make  sure  there  are  no  single  user
dongles plugged in).

 If  the  protected  program  on  the  workstation  crashes  then  the  network  user  is  terminated.  If  the
workstation itself  crashes then it  may take the server a little while to terminate that network user.  If
the workstation is re-booted then the network user is lost immediately.

 All  license management  and dongle updating for  network  dongles will  need to be carried out  on
the dongle server.

 Note, if a single user dongle is plugged into a machine that has been configured to use a network
dongle, the single user dongle will always take priority over the network dongle.=['

Dongle Server
To setup the dongle  server  The  DDNet  program needs  to  be  running  on  the  dongle  server  for  dongle
checking  to  function.  It  can  be  run  as  a  Windows  program  or  as  an  NT  Service.  In  general  we
recommend it is run as a Windows program because it has greater functionality. However, you can also
run it as NT Service (i.e. a special program that can run on a Windows NT/2000/XP server without anyone
having to log-on).

If it is run as a Windows program, it should be loaded when the operating system boots up. You can do
this by adding DDNet to the Startup Group. When DDNET runs, it interrogates the dongle(s) and looks in
DDNET.INI for a DinkeyNet path. If it cannot find this information it will ask the user for the path. Once this
has been established it will store the path in DDNET.INI and not ask for this path again. As DDNet runs in
the background we add a DDNet icon to the status bar so you know it  is  running. If  you right-click this
icon  it  will  let  you  terminate  the  program  or  view  the  current  network  users  (it  displays  the  machine
name that the user is logged-on to, not the user name).
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OPILE Workstations
Setting  up  access  to  the  DinkeyNet  dongle  on  a  work  station  can  be  carried  out  through  using
OPILE>Tools>License Info. Within the license info dialogue box will appear there are two text boxes that
will require directory paths to be entered.  The first directory path is to the windows directory on the user
workstation and administrator rights will be required to setup OPILE for use on a workstation as it needs to
write  a  file  called  "OPILE.ini"  to  this  directory.  The  second  text  box  contains  the  path  to  the  network
dongle from the user workstation, this can be selected by using the browse button at the side of the text
box. Once both of the paths have been selected then the "Setup Dongle Net" button can be pressed
and OPILE  will  attempt  to  write  the  files  and access  the  dongle.   It  should report  back  whether  it  has
been successful or not.

Common Network Dongle Problems
Use  of  the  network  dongle  is  obviously  dependent  upon  the  network  over  which  you  are  using  it.
Sometimes problems may be encountered that can easily be corrected or avoided.
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Each  time  OPILE  is  opened  using  a  network  dongle  OPILE  decrements  an  available  user  from  the
dongle.  As a  result  if  OPILE  is  repeatedly  opened and closed within  the  space of  several  minutes  you
may find that there are no available network licenses and OPILE starts in Demo mode. This problem can
be  corrected  by  giving  the  dongle  server  a  few  minutes  to  recognise  that  all  users  have  been
terminated and then the network licenses will become available again.

Another  common  problem  with  the  network  dongle  is  encountered  when  reconnecting  a  computer
(such as  a  laptop)  to  the  network  and  trying  to  access  the  OPILE  dongle.  This  problem can  easily  be
corrected by resetting the computer and thus restoring access to common network drives again. If you
want to avoid resetting your computer you could also try navigating to the dongle directory using the
Windows explorer. Then try reopening OPILE.

It  is  important  when  using  dongles  that  you  do  not  make  unecessary  adjustments  to  the  time  on  a
computer where it is installed. Each time the dongle is accessed it records the time and will  not permit
access if the current time is set to be before the time it was last accessed.
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Dinkey 2 - Dongle Updating

The OPILE dongle contains certain information some of which is read only and other information which
may have to be updated as some point. The main piece of information which would require updating is
the dongle expiry date, or in the case of a DinkeyNet dongle the number of Network users. The dongle
updating can either be carried out by using the Tools > License Info dialogue box within  OPILE,  or  the
DDChange  program  which  is  supplied  with  OPILE.  If  OPILE  is  not  installed  on  the  machine  where  the
dongle is running (for example a network dongle) then the DDChange program can easily be copied to
that machine and run from there. The DDChange program can be run from the start menu, or can be
found in the OPILE program directory on a machine where it is installed.  The DDChange program itself
does not require any installation.

When a dongle requires updating you should contact your software supplier (see contact information in
support) and provide them with certain information. The easiest way to provide this information will  be
to email a print screen of the License Info dialogue box (by pressing CTRL+ALT+Print Screen and paste
the result into an email).  As a minimum you should always supply the following information:
1. Your company name.
2. The dongle number.
3. The current expiry date.
4. The next update number.
5. Your reason for requesting a dongle update code (usually for license renewal or extension).

In return your software supplier will supply you with a "Remote Change Code", which will look something
like  "0f  5c d3 ce fd 72  78  ad".  Generally  this  code will  be issued as  an email  and it  should  be  copied
exactly  as  it  is  into  the  "Remote  Change  Code"  text  box  in  the  license  options  dialogue  box.   If  the
update is  successful  upon pressing the "Update Dongle"  button  a return  code will  be displayed in  the
text  box  to  the  left.  Your  supplier  may  or  may  not  ask  you  for  this  return  code.  If  the  update  is
unsuccessful  then  an  error  code  will  be  displayed  and  you  should  contact  your  supplier  again.  An
example of the remote change code and the return code is shown below.
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The DDChange program is  also  supplied with  OPILE  and may be useful  for  updating  the  dongle  on  a
machine where OPILE is not installed (for example on the Dongle Server). The DDChange and DDLook
programs are stored within the program directory on any machine where OPILE is installed, they can be
copied from there to the dongle server.  
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Dinkey 2 - Dongle Errors

When using the dongle with OPILE you may encounter some errors. The error numbers below should give
some information about the error and what can be done to correct it.

Dongle Error
Number Error Description

1 The system clock has been tampered with. To remove this error you must reset
the last date used in the dongle using DDRemote.

4 Error accessing the dongle. The extended error code has more information.

5 Dongle memory has been corrupted - contact Microcosm.

6 to 15 DPMI errors.

16 Dongle memory has been corrupted - contact Microcosm.

20 This program is not in the list of protected programs in Dinkey 2 / DinkeyNet. It
could be that it is the wrong dongle for this program or that you have deleted
this program from the program list inside the dongle (using DDRemote).

24 The execution count has reached 0 (product expired).

25 The expiry date has been exceeded (product expired).

26 A dongle is present, but it has the wrong dongle number. This error could also
be generated if there was a problem reading the dongle memory. The
extended error code gives more information.

27 Not enough free memory (Shell method).

28 No dongle can be found in the machine. This error could also be generated if
there is a problem accessing the dongle. The extended error code gives more
information.

29 General Error. Extended error code will give more information.

30 Dinkey 2 / DinkeyNet has not been protected yet.

31 Data block does not start with DDAT.

32 Attempting to read/write beyond data area.

33 Cannot find <ProdCode>.ini file on workstation.

34 Cannot open <ProdCode>.ini file.

35 Cannot read <ProdCode>.ini file.

36 Either DDNet has not been run yet or the path in <ProdCode>.ini file is
incorrect.

37 DDNet has not yet been run for this dongle. Stop ddnet and start it again.

42 Dinkey 1S is corrupted.

43 ddnt.sys could not be found. Run setupdrv to install this device driver on
Windows NT (2000/XP).

45 Error creating file in DinkeyNet path (check access rights).

46 DinkeyNet error. Error communicating between workstation and dongle
server. To solve this problem please stop ddnet, reboot machine containing
the DinkeyNet path and then restart ddnet.

48 Error writing to file in DinkeyNet path (check access rights).

50 DDNet is not running on dongle server.
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51 Error reading file on DinkeyNet path (check access rights).

53 Error deleting file on DinkeyNet path (check access rights).

54 DinkeyNet error. Please check that the system date on the workstation agrees
with the date on the dongle server.

55 Error creating file on server path (check access rights).

56 Error using function 6.

62 Error calling the ddnt.sys device driver under Windows NT (2000/XP)

66 Error getting temporary directory.

67 Too many network users.

68-70 Error creating / writing to temporary file.

71 This program has not been protected by DDAdd.

72-73 Error writing to temporary file.

74 Could not create subprocess.

76 Subprocess failed to terminate.

77 Error deleting temporary file.

78-81 Error opening / reading temporary file.

82 No more files left of the form DD3216??.*. Delete all files of this form from the
temporary directory and try again.

83 Temporary directory is too long.

84-85 Error opening / reading temporary file.

87 Error calling Windows 2000/XP USB driver.

88 Error calling Windows 98/Me USB driver.

89 This operating system does not support the USB dongle.

90 Could not load drivers for parallel or USB dongle.

91 Error calling NT4 USB drivers.

92 Error accessing USB drivers. For version 4.1 or later you must install the latest
USB drivers (run setupdrv).

95 DD software cannot run on 286 processors or earlier. Please use version 2.00 or
earlier.

96 GetVersion Windows API call failed. Extended error code has more details.

97 Setupapi.dll could not be loaded. This DLL must be in the Windows System
directory.

123 Network file sharing is badly implemented on the network. Please modify this
so that the network protection can work properly.

124 'DDMB' not found in DDMB.

125 Cannot load the device driver. Please correctly install the device drivers by
running setupdrv.exe.

126 Error calling the device driver. 

128 Timeout on protection check..

129 Internal error with plugin.

130 The parameters passed to the plug-in are in an incorrect format.
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132 Bad pointer as arguments in GetAlgVars function

133 Did not call the GetAlgVars function before a protection check.

134 Data encryption method is too new for this module.

135 Incompatible ddnet with runtime module - upgrade ddnet.

163 No DOS memory available (protected mode object module).

164 No DOS memory available (protected mode object module).

198 Protection check is performing function that has not been implemented in
this version of the code.

199-205 Error communicating with Mac drivers - please check that they have been
installed correctly.

109-210 Error communicating with Linux drivers - please check that they have been
installed correctly.

215 The <productcode.ini> file is not in the correct format.
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Dinkey 2 - Dongle Change Errors

When using the DDChange program, or the dongle updating facility in OPILE you may encounter some
errors. The error numbers below should give some information about the error and what can be done to
correct it.

Dongle
Change

Error

Error Description

2 Incompatible versions of  DDChange and DDRemote.

17 The update code typed in is different to the one DDRemote generated.

18 Wrong dongle number, product code or update number used in DDRemote.

19 Not enough memory in the dongle to allow you to make these changes. The combined
length of the data area and the number of programs protected exceeds the maximum
for this dongle. 

20 General error. Extended error code gives more details.

21 Tried to extend expiry date beyond limit.

59 Tried to specify to many network users.

60 Dongle is not a DinkeyNet.

68-70 Error creating / writing temporary file.

72-73 Error writing to temporary file.

74 Could not create subprocess.

76 Subprocess failed to terminate.

77 Error deleting temporary file.

78-81 Error opening / reading temporary file

82 No more files left of the form CH3216??.*. Delete all files of this form from the temporary
directory and try again.

83 Temporary directory is too long.

100 DDCB doesn't start with DDCB (DDChange.dll).

101 Error_code doesn't start with DDERR (DDChange.dll).

102 Too many command line options (DDChange).

103 Cannot open file containing update code.

105 Not enough memory.

106 Cannot read file containing update code.

107 Not enough memory.

108 Invalid command line options (DDChange).

109-111 Not enough memory.

113-116 Update code has been entered in an incorrect format.

117 Not enough memory.

131 Trying to add a new program to the dongle program list, but this program already exists.
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Dinkey PRO (Bronze/Green)
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Dinkey PRO - Standalone Dongles

The  standalone  dongle  should  work  by  simply  plugging  it  into  a  USB  port  and  if  necessary  restarting
OPILE.  The  dongle  works  driverless  therefore  no  specific  drivers  need  to  be  installed.  The  dongle  will
usually have an expiry date set on it, depending upon the type of license and this can be updated at
any time by following the instructions in the dongle updating dongle updating section.

It  is  important  when  using  dongles  that  you  do  not  make  unnecessary  adjustments  to  the  time  on  a
computer where it is installed.  Each time the dongle is accessed it records the time and will not permit
access if the current time is set to be before the time it was last accessed.

Note,  if  a  single  user  dongle  is  plugged  into  a  machine  that  has  been  configured  to  use  a  network
dongle, the single user dongle will always take priority over the network dongle.
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Dinkey PRO - Network Dongles

Network Dongle

The  network  dongle  is  a  little  more  complicated  than  the  standalone  dongle  -  but  our  supplier
confidently states they have not yet found a network on which their  dongles do not  work!   Setting up
the network dongle involves:

1. on  the  server  side:  setting  up  a  dongle  server,  to  which  other  computers  on  the  network  can
access.  It does not need to be an actual Server, it can be any computer which is connected to the
network and can also be a computer from which OPILE is to be used.

2. on the client side: no specific configurations are required.

Notes: 
 If  the  protected  program  on  the  workstation  crashes  then  the  network  user  is  terminated.   If  the

workstation itself crashes then it may take the server a little while to terminate that network user.  If
the workstation is re-booted then the network user is lost immediately.

 All  license management  and dongle updating for  network  dongles will  need to be carried out  on
the dongle server and cannot be carried out through the clients!

 Note, if a single user dongle is plugged into a machine that has been configured to use a network
dongle, the single user dongle will always take priority over the network dongle.

Dongle Server Setup (DinkeyServer)

You  need  to  provide  the  Network  Administrator  with  the  Dinkey  Dongle  Network  Server.  The  dongle
network  server  files  can  be  donwnloaded  from  the  Cathie  Associates  Website  in  the  Software/OPILE/
downloads  section  (DinkeyPRONET.zip).  Alternatively  the  necessary  files  can  be  manually  copied  from
the OPILE installation folder on a client machine. The required files include:
 Dinkeyserver.exe (the server itself);
 DinkeyChange.exe (standalone exe application required to update dongle with license codes);
 Dinkeylook.exe  (standalone  executable  application  that  will  look  for  connected  dongles  on  the

local PC/server).

To install DinkeyServer simply copy it to a directory on the machine that the Net dongle is attached to.
 This  can  be  any  machine   on  the  network  –  it  does  not  have  to  be  a  network  server.   To  configure
DinkeyServer first run it and then select the appropriate options from the configuration dialog:

1. Choose to run DinkeyServer as an Application or as a Service (daemon under Linux).  A Service starts
automatically when the machine is booted and does not require a user to be logged in for it to run*.
  Starting  DinkeyServer  as  a  Service  is  the  recommended  setting  for  general  use.   An  application
requires a user to be logged-on for it  to run.  This may not always be the case on server machines.
 You may want to start DinkeyServer as an application if you want to test it.

2. The Network Configuration section allows you to configure the network settings that DinkeyServer will
use.  In  Automatic  mode,  DinkeyServer  will  automatically  choose  the  settings  based  on  the  best
defaults  combined  with  any  existing  configuration  settings.   This  is  the  recommended  setting.
 Custom mode allows you to manually specify the IP address and port that DinkeyServer will listen on.

*Under Linux if  you want your daemon to automatically  start  when you boot up then you will  need to
create an init script to do this.

Under  Windows  if  you  choose  to  run  DinkeyServer  as  an  application  and  want  to  have  it  start
automatically  when  the  user  logs  in,  then  you  must  create  a  shortcut  to  DinkeyServer  in  that  user’s
‘Startup’  folder  and  specify  the  appropriate  command-line  parameters  to  make  DinkeyServer  start
automatically.

To start  DinkeyServer  click  the  “Start”  button.   It  will  then  either  run  as  an  application  and  launch  the
viewer screen or install itself as a service and run in the background.  You will need to have Admin Rights

http://www.cathie-associates.com/OPILE/downloads/DinkeyPRONET.zip
http://www.cathie-associates.com/OPILE/downloads/DinkeyPRONET.zip
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to install a service.

Using DinkeyServer

The DinkeyServer Viewer
When DinkeyServer is running as an Application, it will display the DinkeyServer Viewer. This utility displays
the status of DinkeyServer, the Product Codes it is serving and the network users currently connected to
it. A DinkeyServer icon will appear in the Windows System Tray.

You can also open the server’s log file using this utility. The log file records important events during the
running of the server and may need to be viewed to diagnose problems.

When DinkeyServer is running as a Service, it w ill not display the viewer because Services cannot display
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). However, you can still use the DinkeyServer Viewer by running
DinkeyServer.exe with the /viewer command-line parameters.

Command-Line Parameters
DinkeyServer can accept several command-line parameters which control it’s behaviour. These are as
follows:
/s Configures DinkeyServer to install/run as a Service.
/a Configures DinkeyServer to run as an Application.
/q Quiet mode. Only displays errors.
/u Uninstalls the DinkeyServer Service and terminates the DinkeyServer viewer.
/t Stops the DinkeyServer service and terminates the DinkeyServer viewer.
/showconfig Displays the configuration information (e.g listen address, port). Linux only.
/viewer Just display the DinkeyServer Viewer.
/logfile Just open the DinkeyServer logfile.
/listen=IPADDRESS Sets the IP Address on which DinkeyServer accepts connections (replace
“IPADDRESS” with your chosen IP Address). You would only need to set this if your machine has more
than one IP address.
/port=PORT Sets the port on which DinkeyServer listens for connections (replace “PORT” with
your chosen port number).
/? Displays a help window documenting these command-line parameters.

Note: under Linux instead of using / for parameters you use – for short parameters and -- for longer
parameters. e.g. –s and --viewer.
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General Notes
Like any Service, DinkeyServer can be controlled through Windows Services Management (Control
Panel | Administrative Tools | Services).

If you remove or add a dongle to the machine running DinkeyServer then you need to restart
DinkeyServer in order for it to be detected.

If you have multiple network cards installed on your machine then the protected program may fail to
automatically detect DinkeyServer (this can also be caused by virtualisation software, such as VMWare,
installing "virtual" network adapters onto your system). In this case try disabling ones that don't connect
to the LAN on which DinkeyServer runs.

If you update a network dongle using DinkeyChange (e.g. increase the number of network users) while
DinkeyServer is running then DinkeyChange will notify DinkeyServer which will instantly update itself. In
this case there is no need to restart DinkeyServer. If you reduce the number of network users then
DinkeyServer will terminate some clients if the number of current network users exceeds the new limit.

Firewalls

Failure  to  correctly  configure  your  firewall(s)  could  result  in  DinkeyServer  being  inaccessible  by  client
machines.
 Your firewall must allow both TCP and UDP traffic through to DinkeyServer.
 Your  firewall  must  allow DinkeyServer  to  accept  incoming connections  on the IP  Address  and Port

that you chose when setting up DinkeyServer.
 Clients  (your  protected  software)  auto-detect  DinkeyServer  by  performing  a  multicast  to

239.255.219.183 and whichever port you configured DinkeyServer to listen on.  Your firewall must not
block traffic destined for this address/port.

 Under Windows the listen address and port DinkeyServer is using can be found by choosing Server |
Server details from the viewer menu.

Like  most  server  software,  DinkeyServer  accepts  incoming  connections  by  “listening”  on  a  given  IP
Address and port.  If the machine which runs DinkeyServer also runs firewall software (either the Windows
Firewall  or  a  third  party  firewall)  then  the  firewall  software  will  need  to  be  explicitly  told  to  allow  the
incoming connections to get through to DinkeyServer.  i.e. you must add DinkeyServer as an exception
to the firewall on the server (for Windows Firewall use Control Panel | Windows Firewall to do this).

Likewise,  if  a  firewall  exists  on  a  machine  between  the  machine  running  DinkeyServer  and  the  client
machines then this will need to be configured too.

Note – sometimes anti-virus programs can also include a firewall as part of the package.

Log File

DinkeyServer maintains its own log file in which it records various important events during its execution.
While the server is running, all events are recorded to this log file rather than being displayed on-screen.
The most common reason for needing to view the log file is to begin diagnosing a problem.

You can view the logfile by running DinkeyServer with the /logfile command-line parameter.
Alternatively, you can view it from the DinkeyServer Viewer (Windows only).

The logfile is actually stored on disk in the “All Users” profile under the DinkeyServer/<SDSN> directories
(where <SDSN> is your Software Developer’s Serial Number).

Overriding DinkeyServer Auto-detection

In very rare cases the customer may be using a network that does not properly support UDP broadcast
and so OPILE will not be able to auto-detect DinkeyServer on the network. Or, you may want to
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specifically tell your client-side protected software where to look for DinkeyServer.

This is possible by creating a OPILE.ini file. This file should be in the same folder as the protected runtime
module, e.g. dpwin32.dll. For Linux and Mac OS X operating systems the file is called OPILE.conf and is
located in the /etc/ddpro folder. You will need to be root to create or modify this file.

This file takes the following format:

[ddpro]

server=<ip address>:<port> OR server=<machine name>:<port>

autodetect=FALSE

where the server key indicates either the ip address of the machine where DinkeyServer is located or the
machine name and <port> indicates the value of the port you chose in DinkeyServer. You can also
optionally indicate whether you would like our code to try to auto-detect the server if DinkeyServer was
not found given the ip address and port you specified. The default value for this is FALSE.

e.g.

[ddpro]

server=192.168.1.4:32768

autodetect=FALSE
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Dinkey PRO - Dongle Updating

The OPILE dongle contains certain information some of which is read only and other information which
may have to be updated as some point. The main piece of information which would require updating is
the dongle expiry date, or in the case of a DinkeyNet dongle the number of Network users. The dongle
updating can either be carried out by using the Tools > License Info dialogue box within  OPILE,  or  the
DinkeyChange program which is supplied with OPILE. If OPILE is not installed on the machine where the
dongle  is  running  (for  example  a  network  dongle)  then  the  DinkeyChange  program  can  easily  be
copied  to  that  machine  and  run  from  there.  The  DinkeyChange  program  can  be  run  from  the  start
menu,  or  can  be  found  in  the  OPILE  program  directory  on  a  machine  where  it  is  installed.  The
DinkeyChange program itself does not require any installation.

When a dongle requires updating you should contact your software supplier (see contact information in
support) and provide them with certain information.  The easiest way to provide this information will be
to email a print screen of the License Info dialogue box (by pressing CTRL+ALT+Print Screen and paste
the result into an email).  As a minimum you should always supply the following information:
6. Your company name.
7. The dongle number.
8. The current expiry date.
9. The next update number.
10. Your reason for requesting a dongle update code (usually for license renewal or extension).

In return your software supplier will supply you with an update file. Generally this file will be issued as an
email  and it  should be saved on the machine where the dongle is  running.  If  the update is  successful
upon pressing the "Update Dongle" button a return code will  be displayed in the text box to the left. If
the update is  unsuccessful  then an error  code will  be displayed and you should contact  your  supplier
again. An example of the remote change code and the return code is shown below.
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The DinkeyChange program is also supplied with OPILE and may be useful for updating the dongle on a
machine  where  OPILE  is  not  installed  (for  example  on  the  Dongle  Server).  The  DinkeyChange  and
DinkeyLook programs are stored within the program directory on any machine where OPILE is installed,
they can be copied from there to the dongle server.
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Dinkey PRO - Dongle Errors

When using the dongle with OPILE you may encounter some errors. The error numbers below should give
some information about the error and what can be done to correct it.

Dongle Error
Number Error Description

400 Could not allocate enough memory to proceed with this operation. If this
error occurs then you must be very low on system resources. A reboot will
probably solve the problem.

401 Our software cannot detect any Dinkey dongles.

402 Too many dongles attached. For example, if you want to program a dongle
using DinkeyAdd it will insist on only having one dongle attached.

403 The dongle detected is not of the expected type. For runtime code you
select which type to protect your software to using the DinkeyAdd | General
tab.

404 The dongle detected is not of the expected model. For runtime code you
select which model to protect your software to using the DinkeyAdd |
General tab.

405 Trying to use a demo dongle with non-demo software.

406 Trying to use a non-demo dongle with demo software or software protected
by the demo DinkeyAdd.

407 The dongle detected belongs to another company (has a different SDSN).

408 The dongle serial number detected is not in the range specified in DinkeyAdd
| General | Advanced.

409 The dongle detected has not been programmed with DinkeyAdd.

410 The dongle detected does not have the expected Product Code. For runtime
code you select the Product Code using the DinkeyAdd | General tab.

411 Cannot find the expected program in the dongle detected. You specify a list
of the programs to protect in the DinkeyAdd | Programs tab.

412 DRIS not passed correctly in the call to DDProtCheck. Please view our sample
code for examples on how to do this correctly.

413 The program you are running has not been protected by DinkeyAdd. If you
are using the API method then you need to protect dpwin32.dll and not your
application.

414 The DRIS structure passed to DDProtCheck is too small. You have probably not
correctly set the size field in the DRIS.

415 The DRIS structure passed to DDProtCheck is too large. You could be using a
version of the DRIS file that is newer than the module you are calling.
Alternatively you have not correctly set the size field of the DRIS.

416 The Operating System detected is not supported. Dinkey Pro is not
compatible with Windows 95 or Windows NT4.

417 Bad parameter in DRIS structure. Can also be caused if you are encrypting
the DRIS in your code but did not specify DRIS encryption in DinkeyAdd (or
vice versa).

418 You have set at least 2 flag values in the DRIS that are contradictory.

419 The clock has been tampered with (either put forwards or put backwards).
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The user should first set the date and time to the correct value. If they still get
this error then they need to receive a DinkeyRemote code to reset the “Last
Date Used”.

420 The execution counter has reached 0.

421 There are not enough executions left to decrement by the specified amount.
This error was returned and no executions were decremented.

422 Expiry date reached.

423 Too many network users – the limit for the number of simultaneous network
users has been reached.

424 Trying to read or write beyond the end of the dongle data area. Note that
the dongle data area is set to the size of the data file you specified in
DinkeyAdd. You can increase the data area size by generating an update
code using DinkeyRemote.

425 Trying to write/read or encrypt / decrypt too much user data. For speed
reasons we limit this to 1K. If you want to encrypt or decrypt more data then
you can make more than one call.

426 The user algorithm that you want to execute does not exist. i.e. the
alg_number field in the DRIS specifies an algorithm that does not exist in the
dongle detected.

427 The algorithm that you specified with the variable values that you specified
gives a ‘Divide by Zero’ error. This can also occur if you perform the operation
X Mod 0.

428 This feature has not been implemented yet.

429 The alt_licence_name field specified in the DRIS is not null-terminated.

430 Calling program is not valid for the protected DLL.

431 A DLL that the Shell-protected program depends on does not exist on the
user’s machine.

432 The Dinkey FD Service (for original Dinkey FD dongles) needs to be installed as
the user is running under Windows 2000 or XP with restricted access rights.

433 Requesting encryption from php (or asp.net etc...) that is not supported by
the DinkeyWeb runtime module.

434 Need to upgrade DinkeyWeb module to support newer php (or asp.net etc...)
sample code.

435 DinkeyServer not detected on the network. Either DinkeyServer is not running
or it is being blocked by a firewall.

436 Can no longer connect with DinkeyServer. It may have terminated or the
network may be down.

437 Your protected software uses a more recent version of the software than
DinkeyServer. You need to upgrade DinkeyServer to a more recent version.

438 Error terminating a network user (e.g. one may not have been started);

439 No network dongles with the correct Product Code have been detected by
DinkeyServer. If you have recently attached a dongle to the dongle server
then you need to restart DinkeyServer for it to be recognised.

440 A network dongle with the correct Product Code has been detected but the
program running is not in the list of protected programs in the dongle.

441 DinkeyServer is busy. If there are lots of requests to start a network user at the
same time the server may be too busy to reply. If you receive this error then
please display an appropriate message, wait and then try again.
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442 The user has deleted the hidden .DO NOT DELETE.dat file from the flash disk of
a Dinkey FD Lite dongle. The dongle will still work if the user is running as
administrator. The dongle needs restoring by running DinkeyChange and
choosing Tools | Restore  Dinkey FD Lite or calling the DCRestoreDinkeyFDLite
function in DinkeyChange.dll.

443 The <prodcode.ini> (or <prodcode.conf> for Linux/Mac OS X) server entry
Ipaddress/machine:port has bad format or machine name does not resolve
to a valid IP address.

444 The flash disk part of Dinkey FD has not been mounted by Linux/Mac OS X.
Change your settings so that this happens.

445 The function you are using in the DRIS is not supported by the dongle
detected. E.g. trying to write data to a Lite dongle.

446 You have protected your software specifying API Data encryption with the
r/w algorithm but there is not a r/w algorithm in the dongle.

447 You have tried to start more than one network user for the same program
within the same process. This is not allowed.
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Dinkey PRO - Dongle Change Errors

When using the DDChange program, or the dongle updating facility in OPILE you may encounter some
errors. The error numbers below should give some information about the error and what can be done to
correct it.

Dongle
Change

Error

Error Description

758 Cannot open the Dinkey Update Code File (DUCF file).

759 Not a valid Dinkey Update Code file.

762 The Update Code is in an invalid format.

764 Invalid Code. If the Update Code has been entered manually then it has been entered
incorrectly. If you are using an Update Code file then it is corrupt.

765 The Update Code is valid but does not match any of the dongles attached.

766 The update number of the code is higher than expected. The most likely cause is that
the customer has failed to enter a previous update code that you have sent them.

767 The update number is lower than expected. The most likely cause is that the customer
has already updated the dongle with this update code.

768 The Update Code has been generated with a version of DinkeyRemote that is too new
for the version of DinkeyChange the user has. You should either use an older version of
DinkeyRemote or get the customer to use a newer version of DinkeyChange.

769 The Update Code will result in too many programs stored in the dongle. Therefore none
of the update has been applied.

770 Trying to add a program that already exists in the dongle. Therefore none of the update
has been applied.

771 Not enough memory in the dongle to apply all the required changes requested.
Therefore none of the update has been applied.

772 Trying to change or delete a file that does not exist in the dongle.

774 Trying to modify ‘per product’ network users to exceed the maximum allowed for that
dongle model.

775 The Update Code wants to modify network users but the target dongle is not a network
dongle.

778 You are trying to apply a short update code to a dongle that only allows strongly
encrypted update codes.

780 Trying to add ‘per product’ network users to a dongle that uses ‘per licence’ network
users.

781 Trying to add ‘per licence’ network users to a dongle that uses ‘per product’ network
users.

782 Trying to modify ‘per licence’ network users to exceed the maximum allowed for that
dongle model.

813 Adding so many executions to the current value the result value is too large to be
stored.

822 Calling DinkeyChange.dll with an invalid mask value. Use one of the constants defined.

823 Invalid filename specified for DCGetDiagnosticInfo call in DinkeyChange.dll

824 The product code mask specified is too long to be a valid product code (8 characters
max).
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Worked Examples

There  is  a  series  of  Worked  Examples  supplied  with  OPILE  and  this  section  gives  a  brief  description  of
them and what they are intended to demonstrate.  The worked examples are contained in a directory
within  the  OPILE  program  directory.   The  OPILE  program  directory  should  be  something  like
"C:\Users\Public\Documents\Cathie Associates\OPILE Worked Examples".

Example Name Example demonstrates
Demo Example 1 Demo example file using SAND and CLAY

methods within the limitations of the OPILE demo
version.

Demo Example 2 Second demo example, also illustrating the use
of ALLCAP.

Example 1 - Simple SAND Methods Simple use of SAND axial and lateral methods,
including the effect of general scour.

Example 2 - Simple CLAY Methods Simple use of CLAY axial and lateral methods
and use of ALLCAP to demonstrate the results of
different methods.

Example 3 - Euripides Reproduction of Euripides pile test results
according to Jardine et al (2005) and use of
ALLCAP to compare the results of different axial
methods

Example 4 - Pentre Reproduction of Pentre pile test results
according to Jardine et al (2005) and use of
ALLCAP to compare the results of different axial
methods

Example 5 - Jacket Analysis Use of OPILE to analyse long jacket piles,
including scour, local scour and overburden
reduction depths.  The input is also available for
use of the Stevens, Colliat and Custom SRD
methods.

Example 6 - Stiff Clays - Dunnavant Demonstrates the calculation of PY curves for
stiff CLAYS using the Dunnavant method.  Also
includes the use of custom axial and lateral
methods and a pile with different section
properties.

Example 7 - Dyson and Wesselink Demonstrates the use of Dyson and Wesselink PY
methods with particular application to an
anchor pile.  The lateral loads are applied 11.5m
below mudline.

Example 8 - Jacket Analysis 2 Second worked example of pile for jacket
analysis.

Example 9 - Custom Methods Worked example to demonstrate use of custom
axial and lateral methods.

Example 10 - Reese and Abbs Worked example illustrating the use of the Reese
and Abbs PY curve methods.

Example 11 - Proweap Analysis 1 Worked out Example of SRD back-analysis in soft
soil. The source data (GRLWEAP and driving
data) are inluded.
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Example 12 - Proweap Analysis 2 Second worked out example of SRD
back-analysis in denser/stiffer soil. The source
data (GRLWEAP and driving data) are inluded.
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Support/Contact Us

If  you have a valid OPILE license then we will  provide support to OPILE. In the first  instance you should
ensure  that  you  are  using  the  most  recent  version  of  OPILE  which  is  available  for  download  from  our
website: www.cathie-associates.com

In the first instance the most efficient way to contact us for support is by email. Please ensure that you
provide us with a clear description of the problem (including screen prints) and the input file for OPILE so
that we can reproduce the problem, if necessary.

If you have suggestions for future versions of OPILE then please contact us by email.

The contact details for support are:

Email: opile@cathie-associates.com
Telephone: +32 2 712 9530

 

http://www.cathie-associates.com
mailto:opile@cathie-associates.com
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Updating

URL for most up to date version of OPILE direct setup file download: 
http://www.cathie-associates.com/OPILE/setup.msi

Each  time  OPILE  is  opened  it  attempts  to  check  on  the  internet  for  an  updated  version.  The  process
involves  the  downloading of  a  very  small  text  file  which  contains  the  latest  version number.  If  internet
access is not available then the process will fail, although this should not be noticeable to the user. This
version number is then compared with the version of OPILE that is installed and a message is displayed if
it is found that an older version of OPILE is being used.  

http://www.cathie-associates.com/OPILE/setup.msi
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